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Since February, 1966, I have been reading in news
papers, on T.V. News Reports, also on local radio station
WKER PomptonGLakes about UFO at Wanaque Resevoir. Also people
and police officers in near-by towns seeing objects in sky
heading toward the resevoir.

On Monday, October 17, 1966 my ladyfriend. Mrs.
Dorothy Davenport and her 15-year old Son. Dennis, andmyself
took a ride up tnere. There were about l00 cars parEeHalong
the road around the resevoir. We finally found e place to park
and in about 1 hour - just before 9:00 PM - a woman comes
down the road and said, "It's flying down West-Brook Road."
The car parked ahead of me - with two young women in it * and
my car went down West-Brook Road about a half mile. Then
nearly above are heads was the UFO. We turned off the motor
and lights and got out of the car to see it. It was about d^
high_as a ten-story building and shiny with very_bright white
^ightgZgJ-1- around it and a red and green flasHlng light tn~the
bottom^ It was huge - but no noise - It seemed to stand stillT
but a slight up-and-down movement, like breathing. The ear
ahead of us turned around and headed down the road to where we
were parked in the first place. We saw the object for about
\ miniL£eg^ and then it went behind some large cedartrees
that were along the road\ Right after the UFO leftf^ery slowly-
a plane crossed the same path it had been in, but was heading
in the opposite direction. The plane was very noisy, and much
smaller than the object we saw.

We finally turned the car around and want back to
where we had parked in the first place at the intersection
of Stone-town Road and West-Brood Roads.

The two £oung women were parked there and said they
had left because they were frightened. The resevoir guard
was also parked there and about 15 other cars, some people
that came from Stone-town Road had just seen the object there,
that road is about a mile from where we saw it and figure it
must have gone there after it left us, as that is the direction
it took off.

The next morning, I listened to local radio station
WKER for some news about object, but heard nothing so I called
them on the phone and spole to Ron Hickman, whto is in charge
of news. He said he had many calls, about the sighting that
night, I wondered why he didn't say anything on the news that
morning about it; it seemed odd as there was a plane in the
sky and the pilot would have to be blind not to have seen the
UFO. He said he'd have to check it, but I never heard anything,
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only in newspaper the next day - the police from Wanaque a'sked
people to stay away from Resevoir, they were causing traffic
trouble, as the roads are very narrow and dangerous - and 60
paEking tickets have been given out on the night of October
17, 1966.

In another paper - it said "stop going to Wanaque
Resevoir looking for flying saucers".'.'they'11 come to you".
Just last night there was an accident up there, a car went
there the guard said and landed in the water. People are still
going up to look - Especially on a clear starry night - as it
was when we were there.

I never really believed in UFOs before - but what I
saw was a solid object. If I was alone that night- I never
would say anything about it, but there was 5 of us and then
later the people who «aw it on Stony Lemon Road must have
numbered at least 25 to 30 people. I really don't care if anyone
believes me or not.

But if someone tells me they'be seen one - then I
say I have.

There is a TV mobile truck up this way (from what
station I don't know) and is xsditing for a sighting report to
check on it.

I have noticed, there is no more reports in radio
about the objects, but people are still going there to look.
They could be still seeing them and the radio and newspaper
are saying nothing.

There was an article in LIFE, April 1, 1966 about
sightings at Wanaque Resevoir in March 1966 on Jim Jassin's
news in New York they showed the resevoir seene and mayor and
local newsmen and resevoir guard at resevoir looking on scene
of sighting. They had UFO over resevoir and a beam of light
came out the bottom of it, and froze the thick ice on the
water. People have reported the object comint out of the water.

The Air< Force was in Wanaque in March, 1966 to
question the pepple who had seen the object and the light
melting the ice.

Mayor of Wanaque and his council were having a town
meeting when it was reported, and they and Paterson area
newspaper man, Howard Ball, went to the scene. A man in
nearby convent also saw it from his window.
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only in newspaper the next day - the police from Wanaque baked
people to stay away from Resevoir, they were causing traffic
trouble, as the roads are very narrow and dangerous - and 60
packing tickets have been given out on the night of October
17, 1966.

In another paper - it said "stop going to Wanaque
Resevoir looking for flying saucers".1.'they'11 come to you".
Just last night there was an accident up there, a car went
there the guard said and landed in the water. People are still
going up to look - Especially on a clear starry night - as it
was when we were there.

I never really believed in UFOs before - but what I
^\ saw was a solid object. If I was alone that night- I never

would say anything about it, but there was 5 of us and then
later the people who #aw it on Stony Lemon Road must have
numbered at least 25 to 30 people. I really don't care if anyone
believes me or not.

But if someone tells me they1be seen one - then I
say I have.

There is a TV mobile truck up this way (from what
station I don't know) and is wditing for a sighting report to
check on it.

I have noticed, there is no more reports in radio
about the objects, but people are still going there to look.
They could be still seeing them and the radio and newspaper
are saying nothing.

There was an article in LIFE, April 1, 1966 about
sightings at Wanaque Resevoir in March 1966 on Jim Jassin's
news in New York they showed the resevoir seene and mayor and
local newsmen and resevoir guard at resevoir looking on scene
of sighting. They had UFO over resevoir and a beam of light
came out the bottom of it, and froze the thick ice on the
w«ter. People have reported the object comint out of the water,

The Air Force was in Wanaque in March, 1966 to
question the people who had seen the object and the light
melting the ice.

Mayor of Wanaque and his council were having a town
meeting when it was reported, and they and Paterson area
newspaper man, Howard Bail, went to the scene. A man in
nearby convent also saw it from his window.
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November 29, 1966

Dear Lee: £)<6cKsU*^
J We would like to send a sighting report form to

v*-^ Carol Freemyer, who reported an interesting obser-
r\ vation by letter to Dr. Pagano. He gave it to you

to transmit to NICAP, which you did, but we would
like more details.

Can you get her address from Pagano and let us have it?

Very truly yours,

Isabel Davis
Assis ant tn Richard Hall
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October 25, 1966

Dr. Pagano,

On Friday evening, October 2JL. at about 11:10 p.m^, I was on my way
home from my job in Pompfcoh^Llik'esrtE^r^^ Lks. section of
West Milford. There is a six mile strech- of deserted road(Newark water
shed property)from Bloomingdale into West Milford.

I was traveling along, the only car on the road, when I spotted a
bright white light in the sky just to the right of the car. Its approx
imate altitude was that of a private plane. It was t;he sizegf _an
office or school clo.ck. When I spotted it I slowed down anoi".£C"tReja,^egan
making hugh circles around the, car.,,... I kept on moving and so d^Zt!hifij!b;-ht
T5uT"aT$ays-tor^^

About two miles from my home it picked up speed and climbed, to the
altitude of a commercial airliner. As I turned into the street where I
live, it too turn.ad..-I1circled aro.und-my^.ho.us.e.-.an.d_then proceeded to the lake.

I went into the house to call my husband to the' window to verify what-
I saw. By this time it had turned re^d and was hovering "over the lake,
at that time we heard jet planas approaching and the light iust vanished.

ym miit.»imnu u'H&i.

I then called a friend who lives nearby and asked her if she saw
anything of this and shg^ confirmed what my husband and I saw.. A few
months ago she contact^ y^u^Dtmf**™ area which
is only a few miles from the Wanaque Reservoir. Rather than notify our
local police who tend to make a mockery of these sightings , I suggested
contacting you and Mrs. Marcurio gave me your address.

I know of your work with NICAP and I hope this information will be of
some use to you. Please contact me if there is anything else you wish to
know. This was not my first sighting nor my last, I hope.

Sincerely,

fpL£j2^p£^-^
Carol Freemyer

(Mrs. Roger D. Freemyer)
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"2 H8 Decker Ave.
Staten Island

., New York 10302
©6 August 10. 1973

Dr. J. Allen Hynek
Lindheimer Astronomical Research Center
Northwestern University,
Evanston, 111. 60201

Dear Dr. Hynek:

Having just completed reading your book
"The UFO Experience? which T can truly say is the'best
account of the subject of aerial phenomena I have ever
read I feel compelled to relate to you an experience
that, until now, T have withheld from all but my
immediate family. J
t «« 07 plr3t. let me tell you briefly of my background.
I am 27-ZQArs old a poU^ nfri»*r* rnr *<„- Years.
?^2J? age or**ont ,3JX ^ars I had a great interest
^fir5la?es **-? T could tel1 at a gland almost anytype of aircraft, even the manufacturer and designation.
I constructed over 250 scale models and read every book./
I could find on the subject. <X"

In 196i|., I entered active service with the U.S.
Navy for two years. At the time of ray separation in Oct..
1966. T was dating a girl from Pompton Lakes. New Jersey*.
Her brother-in-law was the manager of a movie theater
in that town. At the time, if you recall, there were many
UFO reports coming from this area, many observed by
policemen and even the town mayor",

One night after the report of several lights
observed over the Wanaque Iteservoir and over the town
itself, I drove out there, a non-believer, and denouncing
such reports, considering myself as being able to tell
the difference between balloons, aircraft landing lights,
etc.. and also the maneuvers that they are capable of.

After obtaining permission to use the roof ©f
the movie theater as an "observatory", the girl and T
spent over an hour "observing", with many distractions.
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I was armed with one pair of American-made
7X50 binoculars, one pair of 6X30 binoculars also
American-made, and a small Kodak camera(no telephot©
lens KMy__girl£riend saw something moving across the
mountains in the distance and called it to my attention.
I immediately identified it as an airplane(starboard
running light visible) and it soon disappeared over
the mountain(noisily). Time: approximately 10:30 P.M.

I kept the binoculars on that same general area
for about five minutes, sweeping back and forth slowly.
After placing the binoculars down. I looked in the
same direction again and saw a glowing bluish-white
light moving at about the same 3peed as the plane that
passed five minutes prior to the sighting and in the
same general direction (left to right about 20 degrees
above the ho ri z en).

After both of us had seen it through the
binoculars for about one minute, -ft andHcmiy ^onga^
coler_fj3ftm blulah whllo lo ytfll6W-oi'augo then to red-
orange, and at the same time changed direction to a
course alraos_t opposite <mr| <»« Pv.T»np4-iy at a tremendous
speed that no known type of aircraft could duplicate
or endure such a maneuver. As it passed through the
clouds, it bathed them in an eerie reddish glow,
disappearing from sight.

Both of us were so astounded that neither one
thought to use the camera right beside usi As I have
stated, you are the only person outside my immediate
family that I have told this to for fear of ridicule.
It certainly changed my mind about TTPO's.T genuinely
believe there is something Intelligent behind those
maneuve rs.

Being a policeman, I occasionally receive
reports of " strange lights " In the sky and I have
been sent to investigate several with no results,
however T maintain an open mind" on the subject after
my own experience. Also, two police officers oserved
something along with many residents of Bay Ridge. Brook
lyn and Staten Island several years ago. It was a light
seen hovering over the Brooklyn towers of the Verrazano
Narrows Bridge and later over Staten Island, however,
nobody wishes to speak of It. that is all I*know about it
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I hope I have contributed at least
something worthwhile, although my experience was at
a distance appearing to be ten miles considering the
distance of the mountains. As for the direction of
the object I would have to check a map of the area or

" take a ride out there again, which I would be happy to
. do if you need more information. The exact date I don't

recall. Judging from reports in your book, the angular
speed would be about 15 degrees per second. The first
color T saw reminded me of the color of a beam of light
from a small U.S. Navy personal rescue light which I
own. ( only the light T saw was steady ). It uses a
xenon strobe,of a bluish-white color.

As rapid as the change of color was. it
seemed rather subtle, that is. not like turning a light
on or off Is the only way I can describe it. or if you
photographed a piece of steel being heated to a high
temperature and then cooled and then run the film at
a fast speed to increase the speed of the color change.

I have copies of three consecutive articles
published in "Science* Mechanics11 not long after the
sightng. telling of UPO's in that area. I was rather
surprised not to see a notation of these sightings in
your book, however that is the only thing missing in
my estimation.

Thank you for an outstanding book, and I
remain astonished at my experience seven years later and

will never forget it.I have tried to explain it as best
I know how.

/Yours very

Thomas J^TLewandowski



NATIONAL INVESTIGATIONS COMMITTEE ON AERIAL PHENOMENA
1536 Connecticut Avenue N. W.

NOrth 7-9434 Washington 6, D. C.

REPORT ON UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECT(S)

This form includesquestionsasked by the United States Air Force and by other Armed Forces' investigating agencies, and additional
questions to which answers are needed for full evaluation by NICAP.

After all the information has been fully studied, the conclusion of our Evaluation Panel will be published by NICAP in its regularly
issued magazine or in another publication. Please try to answer as many questions as possible. Should you need additional room,
please useanothersheetof paper Please print or typewrite. Your assistance is of great value and is genuinely appreciated Thank you

1. Name /*/£5 /\ a, n P^Tl^Hd Place of Employment
Address /?z vRee/a/td/li/e occupation /ivose curie
B/a<yfit/A>*dsi Le A/eu; Xfftscy , e / /

Education ///4>/ Oc/jOO/
Special Training •>

Telephone %3f?~3tff3 Military Service

2 Date of Observation (pcT. /1 /*?&&" ' Tlme ^ '*~° AM -(PM) -- Time Zone
3. Locality of Observation ),M /\ AQUe £fi SeR\l,0ft - VJfl *A QO£ N J"- . ^ ^NS!*"*r™
4." How long did you see the object? Hours 3 Minutes * _ Seconds

5. Please describe weather conditions and'the type of sky,' i.e.*, brightdaylight, (nighttime^) dusk, etc.

6. Position of the Sun or Moon in relation to the object and to you.
A/o noo /v/ _ e> Id ie^7- Aie A(t\s oucr heA^

7. If seen at night, twilight, or dawn, wererthe stars or moon visible?

~7~/te(ie wheve &7/t-izs- a>o Maon/..r^
8. Were there more than one ob|ect? If so, please tell how many, and draw a sketch of what you saw, indicating

direction of movement, if any. j «//#>» ,- <• T// L t i ' , -r I7teeew»so»£ eh/ecT v***'""*"" S/.//- ho T&.s/,*/.T p/os, n,j
9. Please describe the ob|ect(s) in detail. For instance, did it (they) appear solid, or only as a source of light, was it revolving,

^tf- So h*i*h7 bo7 ,rJ,J m1. koitf. cues Tald0(P^j ,7- ^~~p^twh,t ;(^rs
11. If so, compare the brightness with the Sun, Moon, headlights, etc7. ^«—y <l

TMe ioh,Te /fff-JifujAs k>*.tqkT. £"<> ohf aosTeJ. l3oJL~ ^-ieih
12. Did the ob|ect(s) — ' (Please elaborate, if you can give details.)

a. Appear to stand still at any time? ^f^s -
b Suddenly speed up onrush away at any time? /""^UJcJaJ. \\oe<?t, 7oJJ'. 'jT-W-AS ? hel*
c Break up into parts or explode? No , c
d Give off smoke? No ^ s=i Hd CAMe UP J O&T S± t o U T u Yl d6 £

i d^K^aT"7~ /~r-'p/,i A&hhT ui° **' i°"» »'•»***
g Change brightness? tf' J'- ' 00 K e>-f-f ytffey S / au> / yj / ,sj/L A/ofrTfiBn,
h Chang, shape? Afc d, *ec 7, a„ ^f 7^' Z^ 5, ? "°* f*K */
,. Change color? No W»S mate CAI* - £ u, aaU A%»/% Jje £ * r> „

tf*Tes ih Myt Mi/yd £ vu AS, SCfrZed- A$ ^hepe olhris TJi* L
13. Didtheob|ect(s)at anytime pass in front of, orbehind of, anything? If so, please elaborate giving distance, size, etc, if possible. °f

V«fy whet* il" Iit 7oo e vitus i T wen 7 bfhs'n J t>a u* <r t^eey 7^s>// c/di n, Tzees
14. Was there any wind? If so, please give direction and speed.

A/a v<PiC/*-/M —
15. Did you observe the obfect(s) through an optical instrument or other aid, windshield, windowpane, storm window, screening,

etc? _ What?
NO Wl ^a j oo Tof 7Ue cnte. £o*aj /fS u><? s^xu / 77 hj,lA /v f\Ked <?--/<? 5

16. Did the ob|ect(s) have any sound? What kind? How loud?
A/a Sou >/</_

17. Please tell if the ob|ect(s) was (were) —

a Fuzzy or blurred.
b. Like a bright star,
c Sharply outlined.



18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

We 6z-J

CeAUffe

33.

34.

35.

vu , .. IfioAs l,Ke A S,i/A/V\i free/A* hu / TA e ha.\<jh7
Was the ob|ect — _ . *->
L>4 ITS CA n? -f K.df*-> s4- CO *J 1/AJWS uu'lpidvus A-T2. OO h /i i / .

a. . Self-luminous ?
b. Dull finish?

c. Reflecting?
d. Transparent?

Did the object(s) rise or fall while in motion? II' UJtit J Uf> Sh *d c/O ^ H 1/ ?Ry S/oU>l\J _
Tell the apparent sizeof the object(s) when compared with the following held at arm's length:'

a. Pinhead

b. Pea

c. Dime

Nickel

Half dollar

Silver dollar

Orange
Grapefruit
Larger

Or, if easier, give apparent size in Inches on a ruler held at arm's length. jfy /P& a. Uj jO. /Ay 7" J7 / /
^7- ARS kettjTh. "•*/</.

How did you happen to notice the object(s)? , _ / ,
Co m patted . /<> )o/A>oe l^j e c, ^ uj 1st Te & .

Where were you and what were you doing at the time? / 7" Ui A-£ ~Tlni£e& 7'/ a*e> s _ 77/r s/ 7,<e a~F n jyQ- ju ^

How did the objecr(s) disappear from view? j ~, 7- / __ , ^^ 1" £
1/tR.y £>*tvoTh V sLaio- ' -1- <7^to'y>'<v 0<o £?*>*-* /e S/?e«7-

24. Compare the speed of the object(s) with a piston or jet aircraft at the same apparent altitude.

Vcil^/ s lou^ - >7 hu?n T b/Tf/A/J 7)od<je-C£dA-n. Trzees •
25. Were there any conventional aircraft in the location at the time of immediately afterwards? IT so, please elaborate.

sltS. A-HeR-The ahj'ecT. tA>e n7 heh/tfd 7ke 7r€<'s a £- tiou p orl oJUeii side o7_Tpg^.c .
26. Please estimate the distance of the obiect(s). -f^f* s/\\OiT. ou c A 11 MclUTri ""^""^
27. What was the elevation of the object(s) in the sky? Please mark on this hemisphere sketch:
Alaou'7 L,fc( 4 /t>s7iJi2l hu,l<l/ki6-
28. Names and addresses of other witnesses, if any. M(2 i 0 DAi/-*m a0a 7- / 7 /•////Si tie. Aue . _ TPl f~~r ~~)
heir %o».ben>l;i_A6.e i<fHer>< iwoHeN.cJAid par. pn^u, . GuiLee. ?•*• , L , P^
29. Please draw a map of the locality of the observation showing North; your position; the direction from which the ob|ect(s)

irection of its course over the area; roads, towns, villages, railroads, and other

7^. fcesefti/if/R. utenK] J.AR*e.
/s J~A R-&<*±7. koc/y aY waT?/* /$ S Tt 7f*.

/ ^*s7- Eizdo/s Fa-aJ, Rutuz- Jhiieuu iT uj,7~h Ji>al
C'tffso* otve sfJ?. /} ytd iv/tTer?. o^olkeR.
;? 7-s i/f/*y dAh^etfovj ~7* d t?xue 7~Uerr.

r^lflZ The U I^.O . a-e^T kc A/1 d T £<?<?$- jpeok,LiT°'o
fcw***;—'£foAJcTou,*e&l. %Au, } T. We meTl^leR.

U.thtfrean airport, military, governmental, or research installation in the area? A7a T 777^-7 2 A>&cu' o~$--

\7p /Have you seen other objects ofan unidentified nature? If so, please describe these observations, using a separate sheet of paper.
A/o -

32. / Please enclose photographs, motion pictures, news clippings, notes of radio or television programs (include time, station and
. date, if possible) regarding this or similar observations, or arty other background material. We will return the material to you.

$i*7ee Feb /96J-7/,e^ hfirt/e beet, see a-T'Rsei/d',*. X B^oIai/u a^ sep^^T* ?i,e<£~7~~
Were you interrogated by Air Force investigators? By any other federal, state, county, or local officials? If so, please state
the name and rank or title of the agent, his office, and details as to where and when the questioning took place.

Nt.c/spoffe 7? Ron HicKM/tv iuke pl - Ndus Ha».7/s ^aA ma-»v ca//s . 7A+r»/fjtr
Were you asked or told not to reveal or discuss the incident? If so, were any reasons or official orders mentioned? Please

CArVllAJp /Loo hie l±,iTU VA-ii-K/ *>*. /) A/d 7o <f74-N /\oufl-^/^ bu T 7^PV d ° h' 7-
We should like permission to quote your'name in connection with this report. This action will encourage other responsible
citizens to report similar observations to NICAP. However, if you prefer, we will keep your name confidential. Please note
your choice by checking the proper statement below. In any case, please fill in all partsof the form, for our own confidential
files. Thank you for your cooperation.

appeared, and disappeared
landmarks wi

You may use my name. ( X)

Date of filling out this report:

Please keep my name confidential.

Signature:

yy%y<y t£*c<^ (Pt^QyTy^,

•P??

( )
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TRANSCRIPT OF TAPED INTERVIEW WITH SERGEANT BENJAMIN THOMPSON, OF WANAQUE, N.J.
RESERVOIR POLICE FORCE OF UFO SIGHTING ON OCTOBER 10, 1966

TAPEP.^ 12 OCT &6

Witness: Sergeant Benjamin Thompson CT)
Interviewer: Dr. John Pagano (p)
Joe Murphy, Jersey Journal, also present

P: Would you please give us your name?

T: My name is Ben Thompson.

P: And your address?

T:129... (wMV+cd^ "ttej
P:$ And could you give us your position, Mr. Thompson?

T: Yes, sir. I'm a sergeant of the Y/anaque Reservoir police.

P: Nov/, what time did this sighting occur?

T: Well. I'd say it was between 9:15 and 9:30... around that time.

P: And the date?

T: October 10.

P: Were there any witnesses to this besides yourself?

T: There were quite a few witnesses. We had quite a few calls from people who

had seen bright lights flying over. Especially one call from the Ibmpton

Lakes police that theyfc had seen this light going north and they asked me if

I would check it out in my area, so I did.

P: And when you got to the area, what did you see?

T: Well, I just got there and I saw this very brilliant bright light and I mean

it was really bright. I parked my patrol car and I got o\tt of the car and I

got in the front and these... traffic started coming east to west, so I

figured I'd better get back in the car and put the signal lights on, which

would be the flashing dome light on the top and so I did. So I got back out

of the police car and I stood there about three or four minutes. This thing

-1-
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tt kept going from my left to right, then it would shoot straight up with a

square turn and then straight down and then back left to right or vice versa,

right to left and then it went so fast you didn't know whether it was going

right or left or left to right, to tell you the truth. So this lasted about,

I'd say anywhere from three to five minutes and it seemed like that, before

then, my car was a lot closer and when I put the dome light on, which would

be the red light on the top, and the flashing light, the thing kept moving

away from me, this bright light, which lit up the whole area. It lit up an

area of, I'd say, of about 1|00 yards square and it seems to me that when I

put the light on it kept working itself away from me and that's when 16 dis

appeared and when this light went out I couldn't find the jeep. It blinded

me so bad I couldn't even see the light flashing on the jeep, so I stood there

about — well, it seemed a long time, but I imagine it was a minute or two

before I could get my sighting back and then I went back to the jeep and I

called Pompton Lakes police what I had seen. Then Sergeant Gordon came up,

who had spotted it earlier, and we stood there for about an hour or so, but

we didn't see anything else.

P: Did you see any definite shape to the object?

T: Yes, sir. I would say, well, to take a basketball.,. I mean, I'll put it

this way, if you understand what I'm trying to tell you. You take a basket

ball, cut a hole through it, which is a perfectly round object, right, and

take a football and set it right in the hole you cut and leave about a quarter

or little more of the football sticking out of one end of the basketball, that's

about what it looked like to me.

?: Would that be sort of like a dome type on top of it or round, cylindrical?

T: Well, to tell you the truth, doctor, it was the way it was traveling. Now,

it traveled away from me. It looked like a perfectly round circle, but when

it was going left to right, then it had a dome shape to it.
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P: How big would you say this object was?

T: Well, I'd say this thing was only about 1^0 feet when I first spotted it,

which would be in height and also away from me. I'd say no more than l£0

feet away and l£0 feet high because it had to rise to miss the mountains

every time it made a left to right... well, every time it went from left to

right there was a mountain on each end of it, and it had to go up to miss

this mountain.

Fr What would you say the dimensions of the object would be from that distance,

just your opinion?

Tr Well, to me it looked a^big as an ordinary car, I mean it would be about that

big, about as big as a car. It was pretty big.

P: How long did you say you observed it?

T: Well, I'd say anywhere from three to five minutes. That's about it.

-P; V.rm Inn^ ^-H y™i ony y™1 ^feu-mumri i+,9-

^f,—7j'l11 I'd any -inyvv)nev'° fr1 th™^ t," fiv nit«it,nnT—That's about it.

Pt Were there any sounds emanating from the object?

T: No, sir, I never heard a sound.

Ps Were there any special effects such as smell, or heat, or anything of that

nature?

T: No. The only thing I noticed on this perfectly clear night, which it was, I

noticed a little mist wherever this thing'd leave, maybe a mist, if you would

call it that, in other wards, when it would go to the left, where it had been

a second before that, there would be a slight mist. It seemed to me like a

mist in the air.

P: How long did it stay in one place, that is, hover or stay stationary?

T: Well, to tell you the truth, doctor, it would be just seconds. I mean it would

just, well, like I said before, it would go from left to right or tight to left
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and whenever it go to its position where it was going to the right, it would

sit there for a few seconds and then it would shoot straight up and it only

would take a different path and then it would go to the left and it would

shoot down and come back to the right. That's the way it looked to me.

P: Did the object seem to be doing anything particular (sic), like, for any

reason, be near the fresh water or reservoir;

T: Well, I don't know. I really don't know. I wouldn't know how to answer that

question.

P: You say it was a clear night, no clouds?

T: No clouds and it was a perfectly clear night. Stars, and it was a beautiful

night.

P: Do you know if the moon was visible?

T: No, I couldn't frLL you whether the moon was visible or not. It was a very

bright night. It was a beautiful night.

P: Now, in the position from where you were, what direction was the UFO? North,

west, east, south?

Tj It was facing south of me.

P: Was anyone there with a camera? Any photographs taken?

T: No, sir, but I wish I'd had had a camera.

P: Did anyone else interrogate you on this?

T: Well, there was a newspaper... We had quite a few calls. I had a call from

Miami Beach, Florida, on some of the top UFO men and also from Washington. Ln°"T'VJICAPj

P: Was the Air Force notified?

T: Well, doctor, to tell you the truth, I don't know at that time, but it wasn't

within 15 or 20 minutes after we sighted this thing that there was at least

six helicopters and I vrould say from 20 to 30 to U0 planes flying over the

same area where I said on the radio, on the police radio, that it had disappeared.
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P: Could you give us an idea of how the UFO disappeared? That is, what did you

see when it went away?

T: When it went away, I didn't see nothing. It was just point blank. I couldn't

see nothing 'cause my eyes... they wasn't accustomed to the dark... this

tremendously bright light. Like I said before, I had to stand there at least

two minutes before I could make my way back to the car.

P: Did the UFO just go off in the distance and disappear or just blank right out?

T: It just blanked right out. It went from... it was to the right of me and then

it shot up, like it made an exact square turn, I would call it, I don't know,

and it went back to the left and as it went to the left, the closer it got to

the mountains, just before it got to the mountain or right near the mountain

somefrhere it disappeared,

P: There has been some say that the object possibly landed or seemed to have

landed. What are your views on that?

T: Well, it looked to me from wjiere I was standing that it could have went down

in that mountain area, but I couldn't say for sure on account of Y/hen it did

go out it was so bright for me that it... I just couldn't make out where it...

whether it hit... I didn't hear no noise or nothing like that.

P: How high off the ground do you think it was at any one time, closest to the

ground or water?

T: Well, I would say l£0 feet because at the point... it could even have been

closer than that to the water because this one part where the mountain is —

I know the area very good — I would say from the water level to the top of

the tallest tree at that point was about 7E> feet and this thing had to raise

(sic) to miss the trees.

P: As far as you know, sergeant, has anyone in the area investigated a possible

landing site?

T: Yes, we had been up there the next morning investigating it, but they
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couldn't find nothing.

P: Now, could you give us an idea, sergeant, as to a comparative study of this

sighting as compared to the one that took place earlier in the year, I believe

it was January at Wanaque? The same area was involved, the same reservoir

was involved, and I understand you saw both sightings, that is you saw it in

January as well as this one? Is that right?

T: That's correct. I saw it in January and I also saw it in March. We had

another sighting in March. Of course, we had to... CBS-TV came up and this...

the object I seen the other night, this appeared in exactly the same spot,

but I would say very, very much higher, I don't know how much higher, a lot

higher*

P: How about the description of the object compared to the one seen in January?

T: Well, I would say something similar to the same. It was, like I say before,

it was shaped like it had a dome on the top and, it was according to the way

you looked at it, you could make out the dome, but it was so much higher and

so much smaller, that is the one in January was smaller.

P: Is that right?

T: That's right.

P: All right. Is there anything else you would like to say?

T: Well, the only thing I'd like to say is that one night I sat up there on patrol

and I saw two of them and I called the Rmngwood police which was Patrolman

Conklin TO and he come down and he couldn't believe what he seen either be

cause one was chasing the other. One was a reddish color and one was very

whijre, but they was also way up and every time the red one seemed to go toward

the white one, the white one would go exactly like this thing did the other

night. It would-j3» just take off in a straight line and then it would stop

and then it would go up and down for maybe 19 or 1$ minutes at a time before
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it would move. The closer the red one got to him... the more times, I'd say,

that the red one came towards this white one, it would take off and move out.

P: Now, has the Air Force or any government official questioned you on these

sightings?

T: Yes, sir, they have. I've had government officials from Ohio and quite a

few different people. 'Course, I forget a lot of their names now, but I got

a lot of it written down in my locker, which, if you ever need, doctor, I'd

be glad to give it to you.

P: Tell me, sergeant, do you think it vrould be advantageous if different police

communities, that is, the police squads, were given instructions as to how

to handle UFO encounters?

T: Well, I think they should be. Yes, I think the police department should be,

you know, I think they should be checked on this thing and there should be

somebody to come up and tell us all about it. I mean, I would like to know

what, just what to do in me&- a case like this myself.

P: In regard to the object, when it speeded up or slowed down, did you see any

change in the intensity of the white light?

T: Oh, yes, there was quite a lot of change in the light, especially v/hen it went

from... well, I would say when it would go from right to left and then it would

shoot straight up, there'd be quite a lot of change in the light. In other

words, there would be more of a glare and a flickering light fchan it would be

if it was just going straight across and that's the way it looked to me.

P: Did you see the bright reflection in the water?

T: Oh, yes, it lit up the water, the rocks, the whole shoreline and both moun

tains and it's a half a mile apart there and it lit up both mountains on each

side.
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P: In other words, if anyone told you it was the planet Jupiter, you'd tell them

they weren't quite correct, were you?

T: No, I'd tell them I just believe in what I see and that's what I seen that

night and whatever they'd tell me it was, I think if they were there, they'd

have to admit it was something they'd probably never seen before theirself.

P: This concludes the interviev/ with Sergeant Thompson. It must be stated here

that my personal opinion of Sergeant Thompson is that he is a responsible,

trustworthy officer who is in no way seeking publicity or has any ulterior

motives behind his statements. He reported what he had seen as best he could

and has shown complete cooperation to any authorized investigator.

/X OCT §& £ft /<=? bt>
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THAKSCRIPT OF SI ?EHVTEW WITH SBRCSAHT S&NJAyiN THOMPSON, C3P WAKAQIE, H.J.,
avom police fobde op ufo sightihg oh October 10, 1966

Witnesst Sergeant Benjamin Thompson
interviewers Dr. John Pagano
Joe .iurphy, Jersey Journal, also present

Pt Would you please give as your

Tt Uy &8JBB in Ban Thompson.

Pt And your address?

T t 129...

Pit And could you give us your position, Hr. Thompson?

?• Ubs, sir. I»a a sergeant of the ^anaque Beeervoir police.

Pt Now, what time did this sighting occur?

Tt Well. I»d say it was between 9tlS and 9*30... around that tine*

Pt And the date?

Tt October 10.

Pt Were there any witnesses to this besides yourself?

Tt There were qaitea few witnesses. We had quite a few calls from people who

had seen bright lights flying over. Especially one call from the Hampton

Lakes police that they* had seen this light going north and they asked me if

I would cheek it out In ay area, so I did.

Pt And when you rot to the area, *hat did you see?

Tt Well, I just pot there and I saw this very brilliant bright light and I mean

it was really bright. I parked my patrol oar and I got out of the car and I

got in the front and these... traffic started coming east to west, so I

figured I'd better get back in the car and put the signal lii*ts on, which

would be the flashing dome light on the top and so I did. So I got back out

of the police car and I stood there about three or four minutes. This thing

-1-
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ll kept going from my left to right, then it would shoot strain ht up with a

square turn and then straight dean and then back left to right or vice versa,

right to left and then it went so fast you didn't know whether it was going

right or left or left to right, to tell you the truth. So this lasted about,

I'd say anywhere from three to five minutes and it seemed like that, before

then, my car was a lot closer and when I put the dome light on, which would

be the red light on the top, and the flashing light, the thing kept moving

away from me, this bright light, which lit up the whole area. It lit up an

area of, I'd say, of about IsQO yards square and it seems to me that when I

put the light on it kept working itself away from me and that's when it dis

appeared and when this light went out I couldn't find the jeep* It blinded

me so bad I couldn't even see the light flashing on the jeep, so I stood there

about — well, it summed a long time, but I imagine it was a minute or two

before I could get my sighting back and then I went back to the Jeep and I

called Pompton Lakes police what I had seen. Then Sergeant Gordon cans up,

who had spotted it earlier, and we stood there for about an hour or so, but

we didn't see anything else.

Pt Did you see any definite shape to the object?

Yes, sir. I would say, well, to take a basketball... I mean, 1*11 put it

this way, if you understand what I'm trying to tell you. You take a basket

ball, cut a hole through it, tfiich is a perfectly round object, right, and

take a football and set it right in the hole you cut and leave about a quarter

or little Ksoro of the football sticking out of one end of the basketball, tlap's

about what it looked like to me.

: Would that be sort of like a dome type on top of it or round, cylindrical?

Tt Well, to tell you the truth, doctor, it was the way it was traveling. Now,

it traveled away from me. It looked like a perfectly round circle, but

it was going left to right, then it had a dome shape to it.
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Pt How big would you say this object was?

Tt vsell, I'd say this thing was only about 150 feet when I first spotted it,

which would be in height and also away from me. I'd say no more than 130

feet away and 1.30 feet high because it had to rise to miss the mountains

ewwy time it made a left to right... well, every time it went from left to

right there was a mountain on each end of it, and it had to go up to miss

this mountain.

Pt What would you say the dimensions of the object would be from that distance,

just your opinion?

Tt Well, to me it looked a^bip as an ordinary car, I mean it would be about that

big, about as big as a car. It was pretty big.

Pt How long did you say you observed it?

Tt Well, I'd say anywhere from three to five minutes. That's about it.

tg did yrm say yrai .ohsawrad it?

t.n five

Pt >»ere there any sounds emanating from the object?

Tt Ho, sir. I never heard a sound.

Pt Were there any special effects such as smell, or heat, or anything of that

nature?

Tt Hte. The only thing I noticed on this perfectly clear night, which it was, I

noticed a little mist wherever this thing 'd leave, maybe a mist, if you would

call it that. Jta other words, when it would go to the left, where it had bees

a second before that, there would be a slight mist. It seemed to me lime a

mist in the air.

Pt Hew long did it stay in one place, that is, hover or stay stationery?

Tt Well, to tell you the truth, doctor, it would be just seconds. I mean it would

just, well, like I said before, it would go from left to right or tight to left
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and whenever it go to its position where it was going to the right, it would

sit there for a few seconds and then it would shoot strain up and it only

would take a different path and then it would go to the left and it would

shoot down and cost back to the right. That's the way it looked to sb.

Pt lad the object seem to be doing anything particular (sic), like, for any

reason, be near the fresh water or reservoir;

Tt Well, I don't know. I really don't know. I wouldn't know how to answer that

question.

Pt You say it was a clear night, no clouds?

Tt No clouds and it was a perfectly clear night. Stars, and it was a beautiful

night.

?t Do you know if the moon was visible?

Tt No, I couldn't $1 you whether the moon was visible or not. It was a very

bright tOi- ht. It was a beautiful night.

Pt Sow, in the position from where you were, what direction was the TTFO? Worth,

west, east, south?

Tt It was facing south of me.

Pt Was anyone there with a camera? Any photographs taken?

Tt Mo, sir, but I wish I'd had had a camera.

Pt Did anyone else interrogate you on this?

Tt Well, there was a newspaper... We had quite a few calls. I had a call from

Miami Bsach, Florida, on some of the top UFO men and also from Washington.

Pt Was the Air Pores notified?

Ti 3*12, doctor, to tell you the truth, I don't know at that time, but it wasn't

within 15 or 20 minutes after we sighted this thing that there was at least

six helicopters and I would say from 20 to 30 to kO planes flying over the

same area where I said on the radio, on the police radio, that it had disappeared.
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Pt Could you give us an idea of how the UFO disappeared? That is, what did you

see when it went away?

Tt when it went away, I didn't see nothing* It was just point blank. I couldn't

see nothing 'cause my eyes... they wasn't accustomed to the dark... this

tremendously bright light. like I said before, I had to stand there at least

two minutes before I could sake my way beck to the car.

Pt Did the UFO Just go off in the distance and disappear or just blank right out?

Tt It just blanked right out. It went from... it was to the right of me and thaw

it shot up, like it made an exact square turn, I would call it, I don't know,

and it went back to the left and as it went to the left, the closer it got to

the mountains, just before it got to the mountain or right near the mountain

somewhere it disappeared*

Pt There has been some say that the object possibly landed or seemed to have

landed. "That are your views on that?

Tt Well, it looked to me from whsre I was standing that it could have went down

in that mountain arsa, but I couldnt say for sure on account of when it did

go out it was so bright for me that it... I just couldn't make out where it...

whether it hit... I didn't hear no noise or nothing like that.

Pt How high off the ground do you think it was at any one time, closest to the

ground or water?

Tt Well, I would say 190 feet because at the point... it could even have been

closer than that to the water because this one part where the mountain is —

X know the area very good — I would say from the water level to the top of

the tallest tree at that point was about 75 feet and this thing had to raise

(sic) to miss the trees.

Pt As far as you know, sergeant, has anyone in the area investigated a possible

landing sitel

Tt Yes, we had been up there the next morning investlgatlng it, but they
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couldnt find nothing.

Pt How, could you give us an idea, sergeant, as to a comparative study of this

sighting as compared to the one that took place earlier in the year, I believe

it was January at Wsnaque? The sans area was involved, the same reservoir

was involved, and I understand you saw both sightings, that is you saw it in

January as well as this one? Is that right?

Tt That's correct* I saw it in January and I also saw it in March. We had

another sighting in March. Of course, we had to... CBS-TV came up and this...

the object I seen the other night, this appeared in exactly the same spot,

but I would say rerf9 eery much higher, I don't know how much higher, a lot

higher.

Pt How about the description of the object compared to the one seen in January?

Tt Well, I would say something similar to the sane. It was, like I say before,

it was shaped like it had a dome on the top and, it was according to the way

yea looked at it, you could make out the done, but it was so much higher and

so much smaller, that is the one in January was smaller.

?t Is that right?

Tt That's ripht.

Pt All right. Is there anything else you would like to say?

Tt Well, the only thing I'd like to say is that one night I sat up there on patrol

and I saw two of them and I called the Bangwood police which was Patrolman

Conklin (?) and he come down and he couldn't believe what he seen either be

cause one was chasing the other. One was a reddish color and one was very

whijtt, but they was also way up and every time ths red om seemed to go toward

the white one, the white one would go exactly like this thing did the other

night. It would JSk just take off in a straight line and then it would stop

and then it would go up and down for maybe 10 or 15 minutes at a time before
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it would move. The closer the red one got to him... the more times, I'd say,

that the red one came towards this white one, it would take off and move out.

Pt flow, has the Air Force or any government official questioned you on these

sightings.'

Tt Yea, sir, they have. I've had povernment officials from Ohio and quite a

few different people. 'Course, I forget a lot of their names now, but I got

a lot of it written down in my locker, mhieh, if you ever need, doctor, I'd

be glad to give it to you.

Pt Tell me, sergeant, do you think it would be advantageous if different police

conmunitiee, that is, the police squads, were given instructions as to how

to handle IPO encounters?

Tt Well, I think they should be. Yes, I think the police department should be,

you know, I think they should be checked on this thing and there should be

somebody to come up and tell us all about it. I mean, I would like to know

what, just what to do in mama- a case like this myself.

Pt In regard to the object, when it speeded up or slowed down, did you see any

change in the intensity of ths white light?

Tt Oh, yea, there was quite a lot of change in the light, especially then it went

from... well, I would say when it would go from right to left and then it would

shoot straight up, there'd be quite a lot of change in the light. In other

words, there would be more of a glare and a flickering light than it would be

if it was just going straight across and that's the way it looked to me.

Pt Did you see the bright reflection in the water?

Tt Oh, yea, it lit up the water, the rocks, the whole shoreline and both moun

tains and it's a half a mile apart there and it lit up both mountains on each

side*
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Pt In other words, if anyone told you it was the planet Jupiter, you'd tell them

they weren't quite correct, were you?

Tt He, I'd tell them I just believe in what I see and that's what I seen that

night and whatever they'd tell me it was, I think if they were there, they'd

have to admit it was something they'd probably never seen before theirself.

Pt This concludes the interview with Sergeant Thompson. It must be stated here

that ay personal opinion of Sergeant Thompson is that he is a responsible,

trustworthy officer who is in no way seeking publicity or has any ulterior

motives behind his statements. lie reported what he had seen as best he could

and has shown complete cooperation to any authorised investigator.
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^"So mething
WANAQUc, -- «I don't know

what it was, but I know it was
something," said Sgt. Ben
Thompson of the reservoir po
lice about the unidentified flying
objects he said he saw Monday
night while on duty.

Thompson reported seeing an
extremely lustrous object
hovering near a swamp adjacent
to the reservoir. He said the
object was about seven or eight
feet wide and not more than 150
feet off the ground. He said it
moved both horizontially and
vertically at speeds faster than

jet plane. He never saw the
object land and did not know

.where it went when it dipped
into a valley and out of sight,
he said.

A search party spent hours
covering the area in quest of
the object.

Thompson said he could not
describe the physical attributes
of the unidentified flying object
because of the great illumina
tion that had surrounded it.

This is not th'e first uniden
tified flying object he says he

has spotted. Last year he re-,
ported seeing a similiar ob

ject, but he said, "That one was

flying at a much higher
altitude. "He said that he was not
alone in his observation Monday
night, that others had seen it
also, including Sgt. Robert
Gordon of the Pompton Lakes
police.

Sergeant Thompson com
mented that he does believe
that there is life on other
planets, but he was not ready
to say that he believes Mon
day's apparition was a space
craft from another world.
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Saucer Buffs Crow
By JERRY PULWER

and JEROME MORGAN
(Staff Writers)

Ringwood — There were ru
mors spreading among flying
saucer fans here last night that
the Borough is considering plac
mg parking meters around their
favorite camping ground, Wa
naque Resevoir

For the fourth consecutive
night, more than 100 friendly,
cold, and well equipped persons
from as far away as Dover,
Clifton, and New York, lined

West Brook Avenue hoping to
spot some unidentified flying
objects

Entire families, bored with
the usual television fare, turned
out with thermoses of hot cof
fee, cameras, and high-powered
binoculars hoping to see a UFO

Teenage girls, came out, hop
mg to see an unidentified driv
ing male But mainly, they came
out of cunousity, much of it
caused bv the Morning Call's
picture yesterday of a UFO
over the resevoir

But most of the action came
from Pompton Lakes when a
group of about 20 persons, in
eluding a police officer, spotted
a saucer shaped object chang
ing colors from red to green

The group watched from in
front of police headquarters,
and reported that the object
was hovering at a distance
They described the object as
being slightly larger than a
star

Eight persons from Wanaque
called Pompton Lakes police

• A - '•.-% V-¥-V *. -<.> - ,_ \
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Wanaque, Claim Sighting
several minutes later and re
ported seeing a similar object
from ttt&scores of the reservoir

Twot-jjLMortnng Call reporters
at the scene, however, reported
the only red and green lights
they saw came, from two single
engine jet planes circling the
reservoir area A helicopter
was also spotted by the report
er shortly after 9 30

Calls to McGuire A F B in
Yew Jersev and Steward A F
B m Newbuigh, N Y proved
fruitless as Air Force officia't

again denied they had any
planes m the area They said
they had no knowledge of any
sightings

Traffic around the reservo'r
was heavy, as cars drove by
slowly, hoping to catch sight ot
something

Those who parked along the
reservoir, just off the narrow
two lane road, had a momen
Uiy scare when local police
drove up and asked them to
move their cars off the road
But no one left -

The persons who gathered ap
peared serious They came to
see a saucer

"I bet the thing doesn't come
from the sky, but comes out
of the water," one said

"No, they fly, and there has
to be someone intelligent flying
them " another countered

"Did you see anything'" Was
the most common phrase used
A reservoir policeman on patrol
appeared frequently, exchang
ing bits of information with the

'< '•,. t vv * «" WL-&MS*

watchers He appeared to be
looking up more than at the
reservoir >

Parking spaces were at a
premium, and as one observer
left another car was already
manuevering for space

"Maybe they should put up a
hot dog stand here I could sure
use some more coffee," said a
man from Dover

One of the hopeful appeared
to be lost He was wearing a
hat marked Bronx Zoo Safari
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Spooky 'lights In Skf Stir Wanaque
Sightings of a similar

description were reported about
2:.30 the next morning, then
again just after noon. A man in
Union said he saw it, too, 30 air
miles away.

Reports of strange
drifted in all summer.

Last week, the calls
coming in fast. Monday
"a bright object appeared to
land." That night a six-year
veteran of the reservoir night
patrol said he saw a brilliant
white object shaped like a
"basketball with the center
scooped out and a football
thrust through it."

Another officer, to the south
in Pompton Lakes, saw a bright
light hovering over a CATV
tower nearby.

Wednesday night there were
more calls. Then Thursday at
least two dozen persons said
they saw strange lights over the
reservoir area. And again
Friday.

Seeing What They Want
"Those people are seeing i

what they want," said a tee-
shirted man behind a drive-in
counter. "Maybe it's kids
playing practical jokes, or an
illusion. Their mind is seeing it
before their eyes do." •

A 15-year-old youth, out for a|
bike ride, stopped to talk about>
the' reports. He commented: i

"I think it's pretty stupid. The
kids are talking about it at
school. A lot say they saw
something. It's about half and
half-" ,, . *I Helaughed as he told about a
school teacher who he said
almost caused a serious
accident when she was startled
by what looked like a flying
saucer. It turned out to be a
snow reflection on a
said.

Although the local
picking up a number of stale

Martian jokes, no one seems to
have come up with any
suggestions as to what the
mysterious lights might be.

A borough policeman
ventured:

"I think the general feeling
around here is that there is
something the government is
not telling us."

He' called himself a skeptic
but said he had seen something
himself.

He and some friends watched
two glowing "white white"
spheres flirt with one another,
move in different directions and
slowly disappear, one at a time.
That Was early last summer.

"I don't know how big they
were because I don't know how
high they were. They didn't give
off any rays or anything, no
halo, just white' light, like the
flourescent lamp," he said.

"I don't believe in this stuff
from outer space, but a lot of
people are seeing things. _There
must be something there."

WANAQUE ,(AP) - This is a
pretty normal little borough -
lots of trees, greasy kid stuff
listening to juke boxes, a clutch
of long-time residents and a
town cannon.

But for the past year floating
silver cigars, brightly colored
sporting equipment and white
balls of fire have been cavorting
about the sky. Then again
maybe they haven't.

"I seen 'em' you bet," said
one grizzled W a n a q u e a n ,
throttling his poweT mower to
talk. He gestured toward his
house, along the mammoth
/anague Reservoir, and added:

"And the neighbors. . , some
of them the other night saw

Thomas Jefferson was one of
the original sighters. It was last
fall that a large number of
persons reported they saw an
intensely lighted white object
over the reservoir.

Some called it orange, others
said it turned red and green.
Most said it seemed to dart in
all directions, then move out of
sight. UFO buffs flocked in to
investigate, but no conclusions
were announced.

"It Was No Plane"

Then last January, a
reservoir policeman and his
wife saw what they said looked
like a huge silver cigar-shaped
object floting about aircraft
level. "But it was no plane," he

something that that looked like' said. "I don't buy this stuff, but
it landed, right there behind my I saw it. You tell me."
house."

Several times, he said, he Saw,
green and red balls of light drift
slowly across the sky.

Another oldtimer, relaxing on
the front lawn of his
tree-shrouded home across the
reservoir, snorted:

Hotly Contested Issue
"That's a lot of hooey."

Whether it's really a heavenly
happening or down-to-earth |
hogwash is hotly contested i
around here. But a lot of people
are trying to see for
themselves. >-

At nightfall now, cars full of
domestic and imported
stargazers choke the winding
road and bridge over the
reservoir to the danger point.
People who scoff at the stories
are glancing out their windows
a bit more often.

Police here, in nearby
Pompton Lakes and at the
Ireservoir have seen something.
Sohas the mayor and scores of
citizens. What and when varies
in the telling.

It apparently began last fall,
although one officer contends

lights

began
night

robi, he i

lore is
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UFO Over Wanaque
Curiosity and Hard Feelings

By MORT YOUNG
World Journal Triouna Staff

WANAQUE, N J., Oct 24—
The mystery of Wanaque Res
ervoir, which began with a

'series of flying saucer sightings,
today wrapped Itself in a dag
ger-filled cloak of unidentified
government agents, hard feel
ings and curiosity.

Last January, an unidenti
fied flying object drilled a nine-
foot wide hole in the reservoir's
ice as policemen watched. In
February and March, UFOs
fluttered above the 6 6-mile
long reservoir.

Last Monday, Harry T. Wolfe,
Wanaque borough mayor, and
400 residents watched an "over
size star" whiz by. And two
weeks ago Sergeant Ben
Thompson of the reservoir po
lice reported he was tempo
rarily blinded by a UFO that
approached within 150 feet of
him. '

Since then, Thompson has
received 150 telephone calls at
headquarters. Some of the
callers asked him what he was
drinking. People on the street
ask him how much he is drink
ing.

But one caller from Wash
ington spent an hour closely
questioning the policeman He
was a government official
whom Thompson refers to as
"Mr. Johnson "

It wasn't Lyndon
The caller, Thompson said,

left his phone number and the
name of the agency for which
he works .Now Thompson
can't find the slip of paper he
jotted it down on.

Nobody knows who "Mr
Johnson" is According to Air
Force officers in the Penta
gon:

"No independent agency was
asked to look into the Wanaque
UFOs and, as far as we can
check it out, no agency has
done so on its own "

Neither has Project Blue
Book, the Air Force organiza
tion in Dayton, Ohio, that in
vestigates UFOs, probed the

• Wanaque saucers The closest
air bases—Stewart and Maguire

, —say they ^didn't conduct in
vestlgations, either

And- Thompson himself said
. that no AwForce officer ques

tioned him,

SGT. BEN THOMPSON AND CHIEF JOHN CASAZZA

Say they've seen UFO's over Wanaque, N. J.

Chief John Casazza of the
reservoir police has also seen
UFOs over Wanaque, as have
several of the officers under
him.

"We don't know what they
are," he said. "But after they
came over In February, we re
placed all the old floodlights
with mercury vapor lamps
They really lit up the reser
voir The UFOs went away We
figured they'd never come
back.

"What gets me," Chief Ca
sazza said, "are these people
who call up and tell us we're
a bunch of drunks. What the
hell do they think we are,
idiots' We don't know what
we've seen, but we sure know
we saw something."

Chief Casazza has been on
the force 25 years

Besides the UFOs, what puz
zles him is the call Thompson
got from "Mr. Johnson" in
Washington.

The sergeant's telephone
n̂umber is unlisted and Chief

Casazza gave orders that
Thompson's number was not to
be given out to anyone. How
did "Mr. Johnson" get the
officer's home telephone num
ber?

L

CURIOSITY SEEKERS""^
Despite the ridicule Thomp

son has been subjected to, what
happened to him on the night
of Oct 11 has brought New
Jerseyans by the hundreds out
to the reservoir at night Their
parked cars have created traf
fic hazards on the narrow road
along the 99,400 acre reservoir

Pompton Lakes police radioed
the Wanaque police that a!
bright object had just slammed
over the town, heading toward
the reservoir Thompson, on
duty in a white police jeep, was
ordered to West Brook Road
overlooking the water. It was
about 10 pm

The policeman drove there
and parked

"I got out and walked to the
edge of the road," he recalled
"A brilliant white light was
over the reservoir It darted
from one hill to the other-
like that Past In a split-
second, it traveled a half-mile

"As it passed above the trees,
.-•all the branches seemed to be
f sucked up toward it By this

time, I'd put on my red roof
-light. I only saw the thing for
two or three minutes, but when
I turned around to get back
in the car, I was 100 per eent
blind.

Thompson said he couldmake
out a shape behind the dazzling
white light The shape was
circular, with a protrusion re
sembling half a football stick
ing out beneath it

Thompson has been on the!
force six years I
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THE CALL PRINTING AND PUBLISHING COMPANY

33 CHURCH STREET, PATERSON, N. J. 07509

(201) 274-6060/Poterson (201) 838-6100/Butler

(201) 623-0238/Newark (212) 279-7846/New York City

October 14

Dear Major Keyhoe:

I am attaching a.copy of a front page article from

yesterday's edition. You may find it an old tale,

but certainly interesting. As the story indicates,

we have been getting a number of fairly well sub

stantiated sighting reports locally, often from per

sons who could be classified as above reproach.

Next weekend, Saturday and Sunday 23 and 24, I am

going to be in Washington on another matter, and if

it is convenient, ± would enjoy the'opportunity to

meet with you or any senior NICAP officer you might

suggest, to be updated on the national and internation

al picture as a background for future articles.

With Bes

7d^
TOM SULLIVAN



Cops Who Saw U. F. 0. Ass
By THOMAS SULLIVAN AND JERRY PULWER

(Staff Writers)

Two police officers who saw an unidentified flying,
object over Wanaque Reservoir Monday blasted the Air
Force last night in a television interview.

"They didn't believe us last time, so we didn't
bother to call them," said Sergeant Ben Thompson of
the Wanaque Reservoir Police, "but we didn't have to
call anyway, there were six helicopters and several
planes over the area in minutes."

Thdmpso
Robert Gordo
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The Wanaque Saucer?
- This exclusive photo shows one of the unidentified

flying objects that dozens of witnesses saw hovering
above Wanaque Reservoir last February and again Mon
day. The familiar saucer shape stands out against the
dark mountain, while the shore line shows in the middle
of the picture, visible through the twin beams of light
that stabbed the darkness, melting the thick, mid-winter
ice, according to police reports. Picture was made by a
patrolman, who says he surrendered negatives to Air
Force investigators. Picture was given to The Morning
Call by August Roberts of Wayne.

1
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ail Air Force Policy
a 6-year police veteran, and Sergeant

, a member of the Pompton Lakes police
' 11 years, were interviewed by Mitchell
nel 13's "The World At Ten" news pro

on and his wife spotted the luminous
w altitude into the reservoir area at 920
Pompton Lakes home.

J presence of the helicopters and what
1'T,. aircraft to numerous witnesses a
' official at the Pentagon phoned The

«£%S?&£3?and denied a11 official knowl-
anrf ''We^ha<?,n0 report on this- we do"'1 solicit reports
trJL uJ1} investlSate a«ything that isn't officially
MS d'Ih?vthf,neareSt baSe'" Said Colonel ^stonm. Jacks I have the news wire stories on my desk
but no official notification."

At Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton Ohio
Bo^^fT Mari?Vttached to Pryo eci °Blu°ebook, the U. F. 0. investigate agency, confirmed that

(Continued Page 8, Column 8)
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U.F.O.
Cops
Angry
jIT (Continued from Page 1)

no reports had come in from
Stewart Air Force Base in New-
burgh, N. Y., or Mc Guire, in
New Jersey.

Sergeant Thompson, who saw
similiar objects last October
and February, told the inter
viewer how he left his patrol
car to get a closer look at the
craft he described as being as
big as an automobile.

"At one point it was 150 feet
from me," Thompson said,
"and its light was so bright that
it dazzled me and lit up the
whole area. It was like nothing
earthly."

He told how he had seen
similar objects on previous oc
casions and said so many others
had seen them that they are
considered old hat around
Wanaque.

As the officers told their
story, U. F. 0. researcher
August C. Roberts of Wayne
brought to The Morning Call an
exclusive photograph made dur
ing the wave of sightings last
February in the same location.

At that time hundreds of per
sons, including Mayor Harry T.
Wolfe and other members of the
council, saw the brightly lit
spheres, and reported seeing
the rays of light stabbing the
night towards the frozen sur
face of the reservoir.

Official police reports noted
that the ice was melted in the
immediate area ' where the
crafts hovered.

The photograph, made by a
Wanaque patrolman with a
simple, inexpensive camera,
showed the now familiar

saucer-shaped object with the
rays spilling searchlight-like be-,
low it. (See Page 1). _ - -,»-

"We reported the February
sightigs' to the Air Force," Ser-
geanV Thompson said last (
night, "and the Blue Book peo- ,..
pie came in and ridiculed us.
One even said to the Chief,
'What was it your men were
drinking last night?'

"But that didn't cut any ice."
he added, "because the Chief
saw them too."

Colonel Jacks told The Call
that Project Blue Book has
been collecting data on such
sightings for 20 years and cited
two reasons why.

"We want to know if such ob
ject's pose a threat to the na
tional security, and we want to
know if there is something
present that embodies an ad
vanced technology.

"Of the 10,000 reports investi
gated, only 660 remain unan
swered, and nothing has been
found that suggests a threat
exists, or that anything seen by
these observers is beyond the
range of present-day knowledge.
That was made public officially
Friday when the secretary of
the Air Force announced ap
pointment of the University of .
Colorado to do an impartial
study of all available data."

GIVES LECTURES
The photo shown is one of a

batch ma'de by a Wanaque
patrolman in February and
taken by the Blue Book investi
gators'. Patrolman Joseph Sisco
of Wanaque said he made simi- >
lar photos at the time, though
less clear than" those made by
his colleague, who asked to re
main anonymous.

Roberts, who makes it a point
to contact all persons sighting
U. F. O.s, collects data and
photographs, and lectures
widely, said the Air Force atti
tude in the current case is typi
cal.

"I firmly believe they have
concealed a great deal of the
truth on these matters, he said,
"and I think there is ample
evidence that they have partici
pated in this sighting, though
they won't admit it."

Last nigh The Call switch-
board took several calls from
area residents reporting unusual
lights or odd moving objects in
the sky.



Farcaque U. F. 0.
Probe Requested

New York—Dr. Edward U.
Condon, head of a federally-
financed probe of unidentified
flying objects, has been urged
to investigate reports of strange
things passing over the Wan
aque Reservoir.

The suggestion that Dr.
Condon look into the matter was
made by James W. Moseley,
who founded the Saucer and
Unexplained Celestial Events
Research Society 13 years ago.
Moseley said the Wanaque
sightings deserve immediate
and thorough investigation.

Dr. Condon is scientific
director of the University of
Colorado's study of U. F. O.s,
financed by the federal govern
ment.

Moseley offered the co
operation and facilities of his
group to Dr. Condon in his
overall U. F'. 0. study. Moseley
said he , was gratified the
federal government is support- •
ing a study of what he called
one of the major mysteries of
modern times.

The S. A. U. C. E. R. S. will
have a convention next June in
New York.

(2>
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A.F. Plans Flying-Object Probe
By JERRY PULWER

(Staff Writer)
Wanaque — The sighting of

an unidentified flying object
over Wanaque Reservoir Mon
day night will be confirmed to
United States Air Force, Ser
geant Benjamin Thompson of
the Wanaque Reservoir Police
said last night.

•An Air Force spokesman in

Dayton, Ohio, told a Morning
Call reporter yesterday that a
full-scale investigation of
U. F. 0. sightings in Wanaque
will be launched when the po-
lice-^Mtfurn Monday night's
sigmffinr

lieutenant William Marley,
assigned to Project Blue Book,
the Air Force's U. F. 0. in
vestigation agency, said he was

aware of Monday night's sight
ings but added that a confirma
tion had not been forwarded yet
to the nearest Air Force Base.

Monday night four police of
ficers said they saw a U. F. O.
near the Wanaque Reservoir.
Dozens of other persons, includ
ing the wife of a Pompton
Lakes police officer, also re
ported seeing a saucer-shaped
object.

Thompson said Sergeant
Robert Cordon of the Pompton
Lakp.i police saw the object' by
his house and- watched it •dis
appear over a high hill. Gordon
then called Thompson through
Pompton Lakes Police Radio.

"The only thing I could say
I saw was a real, real bright

| light," Thompson said. The
light, he reported, was round,
about 150 feet from the top of
the water right over the reser
voir. Thompson said he had
seen U. F. O.s before, but not
as close to the ground as this
one.

"It \y.as a bright, bright white
light about as big as a car. It
lit up the whole area for about
300 yards," Thompson reported.
"In fact, it blinded me when I
got out of the car." He said he
couldn't see the police car .for
about 2 minutes once he ggt
out.

Although he couldn't estimate
the object's speed, Thompson
i-said, "It went very, very fast."
)He said it went around a half-/

mile area 6 or 8 times in the
seconds it took him to get out
of his car. It was making exact
square turns. "It went righ
straight up or right straigh
down just as fast as. it wen
east or west." He went out t<
see the object at approximate^
9:30 P. M.

Thompson said the object fi
ally disappeared over Ringwooi
about a mile east of Camp Mil"
vale.
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Cops Who Saw U. F. 0. Hit A. F.
By THOMAS SULLIVAN

and JERRY PULWER
(Staff Writers)

Two police officers who saw

nied all official knowledge of
the incident.

"We had no report on this, we
don't solicit reports, and we
don't investigate anything that
isn t officially transmitted from
the nearest base," said Colonel
Maston M. Jacks.

At Wright Patterson Air Force
Base, Drfy.ton. Ohio. Lieutenant
William Marley. attached to
Project Blue Book, the U. F 0
mvestigale agency, confirmed
that no reports had. come in
from Stewart Air Force Base in
Newburgh, N. Y., or Mc Guire,

Sergeant Thompson, who saw
simihar objects last October
and February, told the inter
viewer 'how he left his patrol
car to get a closer look at the
craft he described as being as
big as -an automobile.

an unidentified flying object
OVPr Wanaqn. WpsprvniV 1\lfpn
day_blasted the Air Force last
night in a television interview.

"They didn't believe us last
time, so we didn't bother to call
them," said Sergeant Ben
Thompson of the Wanaque Res
ervoir Police, "but we didn't
have to call anyway, there were
six helicopters and- several
planes over the area in min
utes."

Thompson, a 6-year police
veteran, and Sergeant Robert
Gordon, a member of the
Pompton Lakes police depart
ment for 11 years, were inter

viewed by Mitchell Kraus onr
Channel 13's "The World At

.Ten" news program.
Both Gordon . and his wife !

^potted the luminous ball flying I
at low altitude into the reservoir
-•rea at ,9:20 P. M. from his 1
Pompton Lakes home.

Despite the presence of the
helicopters and what appeared
lo be jet aircraft to numerous
•vitnesses. an Air Force official
at the Pentagon yesterday de

"At one point it was 150 feet
from me," Thompson said
"and its light was so bright that
it dazzled me and lit up the
whole area.

He told how he had seen
similar objects on previous oc
casions and said so many others
had seen them that they are
considered old hat around
Wanaque.

"We reported the February
sightings to the Air Force," Sei
geant Thompson said last
night, "and the Blue Book peo
ple came in and ridiculed us
One even said to the Chief
'What was it your men were
drinking last, night?' •

Colonel Jacks told The Call
that Project Blue Book has
been collecting data on such
sightings for 20 years
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Flying Objects Are Here Again
Over Wanaque, South Dakota...

Wanaque—At least five per
sons—three of them policemen
—reported sighting unidentified
flving nhippis last meht in the
area of Wanacnte Reservoir.

Wanaque Reservoir Patrol
man William Pastor said he
spotted a bright light hovering
over the reservoir while he was
parked in a patrol car nearby.

"I turned on the red light on
the patrol car, and the light on
the object immediately went
out," Pastor said.

Sightings also were reported
at the reservoir by Sergeant
Benjamin Thompson and Pa
trolman Edward Wester, both
of the reservoir police.

They said they sighted a
bright object about 11 P. M.

The officers said the object
passed over the reservoir from
Pompton Lakes, just south of
here, and went down behind the
dam.

Two other persons also
reported seeing an unidentified
flving object land.

Wanaque Reservoir apparent
ly is a favorite haunt of
whatever it was the witnesses
saw. Last summer, several
sightings were reported in the
area, including one by a
newspaper editor

Two U. F. O.s also were
reported sighted in the Fort
Thompson, S. D., area, both
resembling lighted merry-go-
rounds. The first sighting was
reported by Kanabec rancher
Roger Huston about 11 P. M.

This sighting was later
corroborated by Motor Patrol
man Patrick Gribbin, Sheriff
Lee Roberts and Game Warden
Floyd Gaarder of Presho, all of
whom drove into the country to
view the lights'.

The first object slowly faded
from an overhead position to an
easterly direction and 2 hours
later Fort Thompson police
said it had brightened and was
joined by another object in the
sky.

. •. Bears Are Back Too
Ringwood W)—Bears again.
A resident in this North

lersey area—where bear scares
rose hair twice last spring—
saw another one. This one, the
resident said, was a regular-
looking black bear that was
seen nosing around the Green
Engineering Camp yesterday.

Police made a preliminary
search but discontinued it.

Last April, police and volun
teer workers shot a Himalayan
bear along the Saddle River.
State game authorities called1
him a mysterious intruder from
an unknown source.

A month later in upper
Somerset County, a farmer
shot another bear—that time
one of New Jersey's own, a
black bear.

V
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5 Report Spotting UFO

Near Wanaque Reservoir
WANAQUE — At least five voir — lightmg the horizon as it

persons — four of them police
men — reported sighting an
"unidentified flying object"
Monday night near the Wanaque
Reservoir, a favorite haunt of
mysterious, saucer-shaped phe
nomenon

I The object was first reported
by Mrs Robert J. Gordon of
205 Midland Ave, Pompton
Lakes, the wife of a police ser
geant

The woman said she saw "a
aucer-shaped object about the
ze of an automobile" passing

over her house She said she
called her husband,"and that
both watched as the "bright"
object disappeared to the north
— in the vicinity of the reser-

(Continued from Page i;

area slowed down, and that at
least one went to the police sta
tion to inquire

"I watched the UFO ma
neuver, stirring up brush and
water m the reservoir," he said.

Patrolman William Pastor
said he spotted a "bright light
hovering over the reservoir
while he was parked m a patrol
car

'I turned on the red light on
the patrol car, and the light on
the object immediately went
out," Pastor said I

Patrolman Edward Wf>=tpr al-j
so of the reseivoir police was
the fourth officer to spot a UFO
Monday night !

WanaqUe reservoir apparent-^
ly is a favorite stomping ground
for whatever it was the witnes
ses saw In 1965, and last sum
mer, several sightings were re-j
ported in th«- area, including one,
by a newspaper editor J

A federal government invests,
Igation failed to D^oducp Bnv
clues to the mysterious objects
f—thought by many to be visitors
from another p^et
" Meanwhile, police in Ring-
wood Borough were pursuing a
large black bear in the area of
the Green Engineering Camp
The bear was seen roaming
around the camp about 9 p mj
by a Rmgwood resident }

dropped from sight.
The Gordons called the police,

but by the time a patrol car ar
rived, the object had vanished.

However, Patrolman Lynn
Wetback, who responded to the
call, radioed Wanaque Reser
voir police

At the reservoir, Sgt. Benja
min Thompson said he spotted
the object while he wafe parked
in a patrol car, and fhat the
light from it almost blinded him
and forced him to bring the car
to a halt i

"I was afraid I would lose
control of the car," he said
•i'The light was so bright I
couldn't see the road."
] He said several cars in the
^Continued on Page 10, Col. 8)

n$.

Report 3f

UFOs in ^
hfr^ro, kirn - W

2 States %%
y United Press International

Authorities in two widely sep
arated areas—New Jersey and
South Dakota—last night re
ported sightings of unidentified
flying objects The incidences
apparently were unrelated.

Two UFOs were reported
sighted in the Fort Thompson,
S D,, area, both resembling
"lighted merry-go-rounds " The
first sighting was reported by
Kanabec rancher Roger Huston
about 9PM (CST) He said a
bluish-colored light appeared to
be hanging over the Crow
Creek Indian reservation com
munity of Fort Thompson

This sighting was corroborat
ed by motor patrolman Patrick
Gribbin, Sheriff Lee Roberts
and game warden Floyd Garder
of Presho, all of whom drove
into the country to view the

' lights
THE FIRST object slowly

faded from an overhead posi
tion to an easterly direction and
two hours later Fort Thompson
police said it had brightened
and was joined by another ob
ject

The lights on the second ob
ject seemed to rotate, witnesses
said, changing from red to
green to yellow—while the
original object went from white
to bluish-green to red

Gribbin said the first object
appeared to be about three
times as big as any of the
brightest stars They saw it
from a point about 26 miles
west of Fort Thompson The

CU«—J S.D.

In S. Dakota.

New Jersey
Continued from Page 1A.

Motor Patrol said no aircraft

was reported m the area at the
time

HUNDREDS' of miles to the
East,-at Wanaque, N J., at
least five persons—thiss of
them policemen —rep^rted
sighting UFOs Patrolman Wil
liam Pastor said he audited a
"bright light" hoveringoyer
Wanaque Reservoir vfQjile he.
was parked In a patrol cir
nearby _.

"I turned on the rejligfet on
the patrol car," h ~~**
the light on the o'
ately went out"

Sightmgs also
at the reservoir by
mm Thompson anil
Edward Wester, both" of the
reservoir police They said a
"bright object" appfegjS .about
11 P M„ passed over-#hereser
voir from Pompton Lake&Io the
south, and went down behind
the dam

Reported
.' Benja-
ttrolman



I UFO Fever Spreads;
400 See Them in N. J.

0
o

1

I Strange things are still hap
pening over the Wanaque Re-
servlor in New Jersey — and
the spectator sport is growing.

Wanaque Borough Mayor
Harry T. Wolfe estimated some
400. persons witnessed uniden
tlfied objects in ..the'heavens
during the latest sightings last
night. - ' •- -

'•'-"All I saw was whatappeared
to be an oversized star," said
•Wolfe. He was standing outside
his home in the community of
Haskell when he spotted the
light in the sky about 7:30 p.m

Reports also came from thel

other Wanaque Borough com
munities of Ringwood, Midvale
and Wanaque as well as Pomp
ton Lakes.

Patrolman Gary Jones, of
the Pompton Lakes police, said:

"I was looking north toward
the reservoir when I saw this
white light moving very fast
across the sky. It definitely was
not from the ground. It came
turning and reversing direction
before It disappeared."
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UFO-'vafflilZ'
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0771 ft^
WANAQUE --An unidentified flying object has been seen for

the second time within a week here.
Eight Ringwood residents reported seeing a saucer shaped

object in the vicinity of the Wanaque Reservoir Thursday night.
The observers, four married couples, spotted the UFO be

tween 8 and 9 p.m. with the aid of high poweredbinolulars. They
described it as a saucer-shaped object, with no wings, that re
peatedly changed colors, alternating from red to green.

They said that the object hovered above the reservoir for an
hour and then took off out of sight.

Monday, Sgt. Ben Thompson of the reservoir police spotted
an oval shaped lustrous object in the same area.
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PASSAIC-BERGEN

SECTION TWO

Copr. 1906 News Syndicate Co. Inc.

SUNDAES NEWSfe^&n,
NEW YORK'S PICTURE NEWSPAPER®
New York, N.Y. 10017, Sunday, October 16, 1966 ™* Sti out

For three nights last week, residents in
northern Passaic County have reported mysteri
ous brilliant lights over the Wanaque Reservoir
.. . some red and green, some white.

"Yeah," joked one policeman, "They're just coming
down for water."

Then he added:

"But some real reputable people have seen these
things, like a police sergeant and people I know pevson-
ally. If it was some drunks or something, you know . . ."

Thursday night more than two dozen persons in

Wanaque.—i^j

They're NotMaking LightofSaucer 'Sightiikft
Pompton Lakes and Ringwood reported seeing what
some described as a saucer-shaped object, turning green
and red alternately, according to the Associated Press.

Most said they saw the object for about 10 minutes,
then watched it disappear from view.

Last summer, a flurry of calls reported similar
sightings over the reservoir, New Jersey's largest
active water storage facility.

No Explanation
Authorities offered no explanations although they

said preliminary checks ruled out aircraft or fixed
towers of any kind.

None of the reports estimated the size or height of
the lights other than "big" and "not too high," police
said.

The Wanaque area is wooded and hilly at the top of
New Jersey, just below the New York State line.

1st Reports Monday
Reports on the lights first came Monday night when

several residents of the reservoir area said they saw a
strange object that seemed to remain motionless over
the reservoir then "land."

Wednesday night a policeman reported seeing another
bright light over the reservoir.



Bright *egg9 in skg
latest UFO sighting

WEST MILFORD — «I don't
know what they're after,* said
Abram (Bud) Lodder, of Union
Valley Road, this Monday. «It
looked like an egg, and the
light it made was as bright as
a welder's arc." He was de
scribing what he and his family
said they witnessed late Sunday
night coinciding with other re
ports that night of Unidentified
Flying Objects seen in the area.

Since last week's sightings
of the UFOs in the Wanaque
Reservoir and Pompton Lakes
area, hundreds have taken up
the pastime of *skywatching»
— most of them on Westbrook
Road, around the reservoir.
This perturbs the police, who
must be safety conscious about
a road that is already barely
adequate for two-lane traffic,
and is now lined by parked
cars.

The Lodder family, however,
spotted the mysterious ovals
from their own backyard, some
miles away from the reservoir
and Pompton Lakes area.

The West Milford family said
that indeed they had even seen
them before this, but were re
luctant in-nuhlinj»o_tho

section where most of the UFO
reports have originated, is
roughly northwest from Union
Valley Road. When the flying

-objects were no longer visible,
•about ten minutes," according
to Mrs. Lodder, the radio and
TV played without static.

"I don't know what they're
after," Lodder told a TRENDS
reporter.

Attention
on the upcount
last week when S
son of the ResiX-
ported seeing J
describing "it
lustrous obje
a swamp adjacent
voir.

He said the object was a
seven or eight feet wide and
not more than 150 feet from the
ground. He never saw the object

focused
arly

lomp-
r poliqeye-

land and bad no idea where it
went when it dipped into a valley
and out of sight. The object
was also seen by Sgt. Robert^
Gordon of the Pompton Lakes
Police Department.

The fire tower is about a
thousand feet high, including the
mountain's elevation. Last year
Sergeant Thompson reported
seeing a similar object, in Wan
aque; but said, "That one was
flying at a much higher atti
tude." |

After last week's sightings,
the Pompton Lakes police

eived a request from

^trtatlon'

•s J^ve appeared of
, although the crowds

mWfln|> nightly pilgrimages to
the reservoir are armed with
cameras of all descriptions.
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WEST MILFORD — «I don't

know what they're after,* said
Abram (Bud) Lodder, of Union
Valley Road, this Monday. "It
looked like an egg, and the
light it made was as bright as
a welder's arc." He was de
scribing what he and his family
said they witnessed late Sunday
night coinciding with other re
ports that night of Unidentified
Flying Objects seen in the area.

Since last week's sightings
of the UFOs in the Wanaque
Reservoir and Pompton Lakes
area, hundreds have taken up
the pastime of "skywatching*
— most of them on Westbrook
Road, around the reservoir.
This perturbs the police, who
must be safety conscious about
a road that is already barely
adequate for two-lane traffic,
and is now lined by parked
cars.

The Lodder family, however,
spotted the mysterious ovals
from their own backyard, some
miles away from the reservoir
and Pompton Lakes area.

The West Milford family said
that indeed they had even seen
them before this, but were re
luctant to publicize the matter.
Even police officers and the
mayor of a municipality have
hesitated to make official re-'
ports on their own UFO sight
ing's to Air Force authorities,
for fear of ridicule.

Lodder's wife, Helen, said
that during Sunday night's ob
servations and during the time
when the objects were reported
last week, their radio and tele
vision blared such interference
that the sets were inoperable.

Looking outside confirmed
the "coincidence" of static and
UFOs — for the Lodders spotted
"bright" objects "jumping up
and down" above a fire tower
visible from their home.

The Wanaque Reservoir

section where most of the UFO

reports have originated, is
roughly northwest from Union
Valley Road. When the flying

-objects were no longer visible,
•about ten minutes," according
to Mrs. Lodder, the radio and
TV played without static.

"I don't know what they're
after," Lodder told a TRENDS
reporter.

Attention

on the upcount;
last week whenSi
son of the Resi

ported seeing
describing u 4a«i exti
lustrous objecfTnqQpj!
a swamp adjacent to the
voir.

He said the object was al
seven or eight feet wide and
not more than 150 feet from the

ground. He never saw the object

focused
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land and had no idea where it
went when it dipped into a valley
and out of sight. The object
was also seen by Sgt. Robert
Gordon of the Pompton Lakes
Police Department.

The Are tower Is about a
thousand feet high, including the
mountain's elevation. Last year
Sergeant Thompson reported
seeing a similar object, in Wanr
aque; but said, "That one was
flying at a much higher atti
tude."

After last week's sightings,
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U. F. 0. Returns;
Hundreds See It
THE RECORD, MONDAY, OCTn^R 17> m6

By JERRY PULWER ~
(Staff Writer)

One of North Jersey's biggest
attractions—skywatching over
Wanaque Reservoir — scored
again last night as hundreds of
spectators, including Wanaque
Mayor Harry T. Wolfe, lined
the Reservoir shores and
observed.

They saw more than
night sky and stars.

"I'm not taking it
seriously—but I saw an object-
in the sky hovering over the
reservoir last night. It was red
in color and was sort of zig
zagging all over the place,"
said Wolfe.

Wolfe was one of several
persons who spotted an uniden
tified flying object over the
reservoir in February.

In Pompton Lakes, the police
switchboard was overloaded
with calls of the U. F. 0., and
Reservoir police reported large
groups of spectators were
tramping the shores hoping to
get a look at what ever it was.

"We're completely jammed
here with calls about the U. F.
0. Calls are coming in one
after another. We take informa
tion, including a description,
where it was spotted and by
whom. Then we try to assure
the caller that everything is
going to work out all right,"
said a police dispatcher in
Pompton Lakes.

"Cars are parked bumper to
bumper all around the Reser
voir. If you don't get there
early you can't get a space,"
said a patrolman. "This
usually-deserted area is becom -

the

too

object was spotted .oy four
patrolman in the area and a
number of residents. Since then
people from all over the
country as well as area
residents have turned out to get
a peek at the famed U. F. 0.

Air Force officials assigned
to project Blue Book, the
government's U. F. 0. investi
gating agency, told the Morning
Call last night they refuse to
investigate the sightings until
someone files a report with
them.

Neither Mayor Wolfe nor the,
policemen had informed the
Air Force of their sightings.
Several officers refused to
because a. team of Air Force
investigators made fun of them
in February when the sightings
were reported, according to
Sergeant Robert Thompson of
the Reservoir police.
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number of residents. Since then
people from all over the
country as well as area
residents have turned out to get
a peek at the famed XL F. O.

Air Force officials assigned
'"-3 to project Blue Book, the
and Uovernnient's-U. F. 0. mvesti-

One of North Jersey's biggest
attractions-skywatching . over
Wanaque Reservoir - scored
again last night as hundreds of
spectators, including Wanaque
Mayor Harry T. Wolfe, lined
the Reservoir shores
observed.

They saw
night sky and stars

"I'm not taking it too
Iseriously-but I saw an object
Iin the sky hovering over the
reservoir last night. It was red
in color and was sort of zig;
zagging all over the place,
said Wolfe.

Wolfe was one of several
persons who spotted an uniden
tified flying object over the
reservoir in February.

In Pompton Lakes, the police
switchboard was overloaded
with calls of the U. F. 0. and
Reservoir police reported large
groups of spectators were
tramping the shores hoping to
get a look at what ever it was

' "We're completely jammed
here with calls about the U. F.
0 Calls are coming in one
after another. We take informa
tion, including a description,
where it was spotted and by
whom. Then we try to assure
the caller that everything is
going to work out all right,
said a police dispatcher in
Pompton Lakes.

"Cars are parked bumper to ,
bumper all around the Reser
voir If you don't get there >
early you can't get a space,.

1said a patrolman. This
Usually-deserted area is becom-
ling a Times Square," he added.
1 Last Monday the mysterious

government's- U.*-- government »- w- *• • ~- "—7-

gating agency, told the Morning
more than the Call last night they refuse to

investigate the sightings until
someone files a report with
them. ,, ..

Neither Mayor Wolfe nor the
policemen had informed the
Air Force of their sightings.
Several officers refused to
because a. team of Air Force
investigators made fun of them
in February when the sightings
were reported, according to
Sergeant Robert Thompson of
the Reservoir police. " __[
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It's Our Say
Reports of unidentified flying objects have

caught the imagination of teen-agers. This is re
flected in opinions of students questioned at Im
maculate Heart Academy, Washington Township.

By JOE KELLERMANN

1 Kathie Haracz, OradeU, 17,
Senior—Sure, I know that U.
F. O.s are not
a hoax — I've
seen one. Since
so many other
people have too
it's about time
that they were
taken seriously,
not laughed off
by the Air
Force. These U
F. O.s are prob
ably bug-eyed
creatures from

another planet who came to
take a look, realized what a
mess we are, and wisely flew
off into the sunset.

* * s

Joanne Roach, Glen Rock, 17,
Senior—I believe these subjects
sighted were probably not of
this planet. The
Air Force must
know more than
they are reveal
ing, but I think
their caution in
disclosing infor
mation is neces
sary. I have
seen pictures —
and spoken to
witnesses who
claim to have
seen U. F. O.s
and I don't doubt the possibil
ity of existence on another
planet, and I don't think we
should be afraid to investigate.

* # *

Mary Beth BeidI, River Edge,
17, Senior—I believe that the
U. F. O.s are
sent from other
planets or cul
tures beyond
our solar sys
tem. Their mis
sion is probably
observation, not
anything to do
with interplan
etary war plans
or other Buck
Roger type
ideas. Their va
lidity is proven to me because
it is inconceivable that no life
exists except on our planet.

Rosemarie Medynski, Tea-
neck, 17, Senior — Who knows
where they come from? It's ob
vious that they're out there. I
think action should be taken
immediately to .
get in touch '
with these ob
jects. They're j
probably from |
some lost planet j
in a frantic j
search of some- J
place to rest, j
Modern manf
may feel alienat-j
ed from his en
vironment, but j
think if he had
no environment
ated from.

* * *

Corinne Finno, Glen Rock, 16,
Senior — I believe in them and
I think the Air Force is being
totally unrealis
tic in not fur
ther investigat
ing or explain
ing such sight- j
ings. Science
knows there are
other galaxies ]
similar to ours.
Who can say j
their technology j
isn't just a lit
tle moiie ad
vanced 'than
ours. We're thinking of the
same th|ng in a few years,
aren't we!?

* * *

Margaret McCarthy, Wyckoff,
17, Senior — I don't believe
that there are such things as
unidentified fly-g^^rr v™-» --- *~»
ing objects at >j"/ *-**»**** ^
the present
time. I can't \
help but feel
that with fur
ther investiga
tion many of I
these so called
U. F. O.s would
turn out to be
nothing more I
than strange [
but still natural
occurrences. I do believe in the
existence of other life on plan
ets, but not other life in our
solar system.
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UFO-Launchers'-Are U-FOoling Around?
By G. B. PSHAW

In high schools-throughout New Jersey teen-age boys
are passing around classified, top-secret formula for mak
ing Unidentifiable Flying Objects just about guaranteed
to bamboozle flying saucer buffs.

Recently New Jersey res
idents have reported sight
ing lights andother objects
over Wanaque Reservoir—
and unidentifiable high-fly
ing pranksters could bethe
explanation.

The UFOs are fashioned from
materials any devilish youngster
can find around the house. Heres
what they use: .

A plastic bag — the kind dry .
cleaners use to wrap clothes; a |
wire hanger; a strip of electrical
wire; a wad of cotton; a can of
lighter fluid; a roll of tape, and
a six-inch piece of string.

Here's What
Then they do the following:
• Form the hanger into a

ring, twisting the ends together,
and further securing the con
nection with tape.

• String a length of electrical
wire across the diameter of the
ring. Tie the wire to the hanger,
again strengthening the knot.

• Shape the cotton wad into a
ball the size of an orange. Squeeze
tlhe ball around the center of the
wire. Tie the cotton to the wire
with the string.

I • Place this circular device
Iabout two inches into the open
end of a leakproof plastic bag.
Turn under the edge of the bag.
Using short strips of tape, deal
the edge of the inner surface of
the bag so the ring will not fall
out.

Then blast-off is only moments
away. , . .

One lad holds the closed end of
the bag above his head. Another
mischief-maker soaks the cotton
ball with the lighter fluid and
starts the countdown.

10 . . 7, 6, 5, . . 2, 1 . . . IGNI
TION (a lighted match does the
job).

The heat from the flames
warms the air around the cotton.
The hot air rises, fills the bag
and efenf^lfcithejjgontraption^is
airborneUrlJGS .

The burning rTuW gives
- -• ' • "-' -*• reflectspulsatingfW&> light f§atrefle<

spookily IfMheplasfiaSt
Hut" fim" a BystaTOef «•

Now

this ni|

An intense blue somet
from behind a neighbo

middle of its rise the mystery
object runs out of fuel and—it s

g°The man beats his frantically
barking dog home, explodes
through his door and yells hys
terically: .

"Martha, Marttha, I saw one of
those things, those flying saucers!
It was blue, and big like a plane
but it was hovering and blinking
only 20 feet over the tree on the
corner. Then, it saw me and t lti,
and ZZZOOOOOM, it shot up so

*pt UFOs
tuui^T,,-^- Jlclear night, it

^u«r T^Mvfes-and even some
n°So!S3ager3 have reported
jEliehts. where the flame kept go-
fflH-tfoir five minutes. In these

irom oeiini" - •—•o—-— j- n rSfSrAhpq it was impossible to

These shenanigans may account
for the numerous sightings of
UFOs above Wanaque Reservoir
in Passaic County in the past

yCIt 'could be a merry Halloween
'. for all UFOs.



Pizza-Eating UFO Seekers
\ln Wanaque Disappointed

SniTlP 150 nnnor D<K-f.nin n«.,„i..l _•_.Some 150 upper Passaic County
residents turned out last night
hoping to see a repeat perform-1
anceof what five persons report
ed was a spectacular sky show
Monday over the Wanaque Res
ervoir, where they said unidenti
fied flying objects had been
spotted. However, last night's
viewers were disappointed.

Cars overloaded with inter
ssted spectators — mostly teen-
igers — lined the winding and
larrow West Brook Road in
Vanaque and Ringwood to catch
i glimpse of the mysterious
errestnal phantom which re-
ortedly has made its re-appear
nee lately.
Despite a brisk breeze and a

lulling rain, the throng peered
ward the sky hoping to see
ie strange brilliant UFO. But
5 show. The observers sat or
ood with vacuum bottles filled
ith coffee. Some munched onI

pizza. Many were smoking. Oth
ers carried walkie-talkie radios.

[ The prospect of making new
sightings was made more diffi
cult because of the overcast sky.

Police periodically drove
through the area trying to un
tangle bottlenecks of cars. Oc
casionally one of the patrolmen
would take a peek up in the sky
But, nothing.

Monday night, however at
least five persons — four of
them policemen — reported
spotting UFO's near the reser
voir. They include Pompton
Lakes police sergeant Robert J.
Gordon and his wife, Patrolman
Edward Wester, Patrolman Wit
Jiam Pastor and Sergeant Ben
jamin Thompson.

Thompson said seriously Mon
day, "I watched the UFO ma
neuver, stirring up the brush
and water in the reservoir."

George Shea, an observer last
night merely said, "It's all mad
ness!" _ ,
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In Wanaque Disappointed

Some 150 upper Passaic County

residents turned out last night

hoping to see a repeat perform
ance of what five persons report

ed was a spectacular sky show

Monday over the Wanaque Res

ervoir, where they said unidenti

fied flying objects had been

spotted. However, last night's

viewers were disappointed.

Cars overloaded with inter
ested spectators — mostly teen
agers — lined the winding and
narrow West Brook Road in
Wanaque and Ringwood to catch
a glimpse of the mysterious
terrestrial phantom which re
portedly has made its re-appear
ance lately.

Despite a brisk breeze and a
chilling rain, the throng peered
toward the sky hoping to see
the strange brilliant UFO. But
no show. The observers sat or
stood with vacuum bottles filled
with coffee. Some munched on

pizza. Many were smoking. Oth
ers carried walkie-talkie radios.

The prospect of making new
sightings was made more diffi
cult because of the overcast sky.

Police periodically drove
through the area trying to un
tangle bottlenecks of cars. Oc
casionally one of the patrolmen
would take a peek up in the sky.
But-, nothing.

Monday night, however, at
least five persons — four of
them ' policemen — reported
spotting UFO's near the reser
voir. They include Pompton
Lakes police sergeant Robert J.
Gordon and his wife, Patrolman
Edward Wester, Patrolman Wil
liam Pastor and Sergeant Ben
jamin Thompson.

Thompson said seriously Mon
day, "I watched the UFO ma
neuver, stirring up the brush
and water in the reservoir."

George Shea, an observer last
night merely said, "It's all mad-

ness! ocf iivLli££.
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Cops Who Saw U. F. 0. Hit A. F.
By THOMAS SULLIVAN

and JERRY PULWER
(Staff Writers)

Two police officers who saw
an unidentified flying object
over Wanaque Reservoir Mon
day blasted the Air Force last
night in a television interview.

"They didn't believe us last
time, so we didn't bother to call
them," said Sergeant Ben
Thompson of the Wanaque Res
ervoir Police, "but we didn't
have to call anyway, there were
six helicopters and several
planes over the area in min
utes."

Thompson, a , 6-year police
veteran, and Sergeant Robert
Gordon, a member of the
Pompton Lakes police depart
ment for 11 years, were inter
viewed by Mitchell Kraus on
Channel 13's "The World At
Ten" news program.

Both Gordon and his wife
spotted the luminous ball flying
at low altitude into the reservoir

nied all official knowledge of
the incident.

"We had no report on this, we
don't solicit reports, and we
don't investigate anything that
isn't officially transmitted from
the nearest base," said Colonel
Maston M. Jacks.

At Wright Patterson Air Force
Base, Dayton, Ohio, Lieutenant
William Marley, attached to
Project Blue Book, the U. F. 0.
investigate agency, confirmed
that no reports had come in
from Stewart Air Force Base in
Newburgh, N. Y., or Mc Guire.

Sergeant Thompson, who saw
similiar objects last October
and February, told the inter
viewer how he left his patrol
car to get a closer look at the
craft he described as being as
big as an automobile.

"At one point it was 150 fee
from me," Thompson said
"and its light was so bright tha
it dazzled me and lit up th<
whole area.

He told how he had seei
similar objects on previous oc
casions and said so many other:
had seen them that thCy an
considered old hat arounc
Wanaque.

"We reported the Februar
sightings to the Air Force," Ser
geant Thompson said las
night, "and the Blue Book peo
pie came in and ridiculed us
One even said to the Chief
'What was it your men wen
drinking last night?'

Colonel Jacks told The Cal
that Project Blue Book ha:
been collecting data on sucl
sightings' for 20 years.
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Cops Who Saw U. F. 0. Hit A. F.
By THOMAS SULLIVAN

and JERRY PULWER
(Staff Writers)

Two police officers who saw
an unidentified flying object
over Wanaque Reservoir Mon
day blasted the Air Force last
night in a television interview.

"They didn't believe us last
time, so we didn't bother to call
them," said Sergeant Ben
Thompson of the Wanaque Res
ervoir Police, "but we didn't
have to call anyway, there were
six helicopters and several
planes over the area in min
utes."

Thompson, a , 6-year police
veteran, and Sergeant Robert
Gordon, a member of the
Pompton Lakes police depart
ment for 11 years, were inter
viewed by Mitchell Kraus on
Channel 13's "The World At
Ten" news program.

Both Gordon and his wife
spotted the luminous ball flying
at low altitude into the reservoir
area at 9:20 P. M. from his
Pompton Lakes home.

Despite the presence of the
helicopters and what appeared
to be jet aircraft to numerous
witnesses, an Air Force official
at the Pentagon yesterday de-

nied all official knowledge
the incident.

"We had no report on this, we
don't solicit reports, and we
don't-investigate anything that
isn't officially transmitted from
the nearest base," said Colonel
Maslon M. Jacks.

At Wright Patterson Air Force
Base, Dayton, Ohio, Lieutenant
William Marley, attached to
Project Blue Book, the U. F. 0
investigate agency, confirmed
that no reports had come in
from Stewart Air Force Base in
Newburgh, N. Y., or Mc Guire,

Sergeant Thompson, who saw
similiar objects last October
and February, told the inter
viewer how he left his patrol
car to get a closer look at the
craft he described as being as
big as an automobile.

of "At one point it was 150 feet
from me," Thompson said,
"and its light was so bright that
it dazzled me and lit up the
whole area.

He told how he had seen
similar objects on previous oc
casions and said so many others
had seen them that they are
considered old hat around
Wanaque.

"We reported the February,
sightings to the Air Force," Ser
geant Thompson said last
night, "and the Blue Book peo
ple came in and ridiculed us
One evien said to the Chief,
What was it your men were

drinking last night?'
Colonel Jacks told The Call

that Project Blue Book has
been collecting data on such
sightings' for 20 years.



SGT. ROBERT GORDON (left), Mitchell Krause, and Sgt. Ben Thomson

Pompton, Wanaque Cops
Discuss UFOs On T.V.

as seen on TV screen.

By ANTHONY GIULIANI
NEWARK — Were the bright

objects seen in the sky Monday
niglht over Pompton Lakes and
the Wanaque Reservoir UFO's
(unidentified flying objects)?

Or were they just natural
phenomenon, such as swamp
gas, booster rockets, or planets?

"After what I saw Monday
night, I believe they came from
outer space," said Pompton Po
lice Sgt. Bob Gordon.

As for Sgt. Ben Thompson of
the Wanaque Reservoir police,
he said emphatically: "I know
what I saw. No one can tell
me I was looking at swamp

On TV
The two officers were inter

yiewed Wednesday night by
Mitchell Krause, announcer for
Channel 13, WNDT, at its New
ark office.

Thompson, the first to be
questioned by Krause, told how
he had been alerted by the
Pompton Lakes police to investi
gate a bright object in the sky,
heading towards the' Wanaque
Reservoir from the direction of
Pompton Lakes.

Isaw a series of brilliant flashes
over the nearby hills. They re
sembled huge flash bulbs."

Confirmed Sighting
Gordon said that he drove

oyer to the Wanaque Reservoir
after he picked up confirmation
of the sighting from Thompson.
News of the sighting had spread
rapidly, Thompson said.

Thomson said he did not call
the Air Force to report the inci
dent because he was not be
lieved last time he called. But
even without his call, he said,
the Air Force seemed to have
got wind of the strange lighted
object.

About 15 minutes later, Thomp
son said, six helicopters ap
peared over the Wanaque Res
ervoir. Gordon said he too
spotted the six helicopters which
appeared to be searching for the
unidentified flying object.

The Air Force denies this,
and insists it has no official
knowledge of the sighting

Announcer Krause then asked
the inevitable .question: "What
was the reaction of the public
after they read about you two
officers seeing a UFO?"

range of present-day knowledge.
However, the Air Force has ap
pointed the University of Col
orado to do an impartial study
of all the data.

August C. Roberts of Wayne,
a UFO researcher, however,
holds that the Air Force has
concealed a great deal on these
matters, and says there is
ample evidence that it partici
pated in Monday's sighting, al
though it won't admit it.

Several police officers have
taken pictures of the objects,
and the Air Force has some of
them in their files.

Both officers concluded the
interview over Channel 13 by
insisting that Monday, Oct. 10,!
"was very clear."

Krause concluded the inter
view by quoting from a story
by John Fuller in The Saturday
Review. According to Fuller,
there is overwhelming evidence
that TTWrVc realltr «JTc4. .

-. 1
that UFO's really exist.



I've ever

was 9:30 p.m., he said.
Bright Object

According to Thompson, the
hriaht object made no sound,
S! about 200 feet from the
ground and was roughly the sizeff an automobile. The light was
very bright, he said, and did
not change color.

"It's the third one I saw since
last winter," Thompson said.

The object had first appeared
ln Pompton Lakes Monday
night, Gordon said, but was only
the -size "of a softball, or »
grapefruit."

j spotted By Wife
••It was spotted by my wife

from our house and was hover-
ine over a 500-foot high CAiv
tower!" Gordon said The time
was 9:20 p.m., he said

Gordon said it was moving
.about 20-miles-an-hour, and was
extremely bright.

Gordon, who was off duty,called Pompton Lakes; police| to
verify the sighting, but it disap
mured before 1 patrol car
glebed his : home. Pompton
Takes nolice then radioed the
WanVe Reservoir police to in-
vestigate. ,i
"Justas the object disappeared!

frnm view," Gordon jaicL^J.

seen in the
said. "It

sky,"
made

Cop Six Years
Thompson, a member of the

Ireservoh-police forthenp*g

Casazza, if I had been drinking
'*&££» said that *i member

ga We agency, had suggested
to Chief Casazza that his men
had been drinking when feyReported the Strang*> ob ec£

"However, our cniei ua
me up. He, himself, saw a|UFO over the reservoir last
lWGo'don said the sighting was
"old hat." He added that UFO s
have visited the Pompton Lakes
area before. ,i

The Blue Book has compueasome 10 000 reported sightings,!
and insists that only 660 remain
unanswered.-Nothing has been
found, according to the Air
ir'nrrp that suggests a threat
Sosta' or that anything seen bythese obsery«rsjsJeyond_ae



Address Two Groups

UFO
\

izzes Come Down To Earth
BY ERROL J. QUEEN

A Staff Correspondent
Flying saucer night came to Wayne on Tues

day with two separate groups having discussion*
on unidentified flying objects. August C. Rob
erts who has come to be known as somewhat
of an authority on U.F.O.'s spoke at the Second
Ward Democratic Club meeting at the Lafay
ette School. He showed slides to document evi
dence of these strange saucers.

But the Wayne Jaycees meeting at the Pad-
deck Restaurant also- featured a flying saucer
student, Ray Klotkowsky, a member of the East
ern Unidentifie'd Flying Objects Investigating
Bureau. Mr. Klotkowsky is a high school junior
from Franklin Lakes and works In close touch
with other bureaus in Houston and Cleveland. He
says that members of some of those other orga
nizations are well known physicists and astrono
mers, but that he does not work at all with gov
ernment agencies.

• * *

"WE WOULDN'T let the government Into
our organization," Mr. Klotkowsky replied to a
question. "They have not given the public all the
information they know. They're afraid of panic,"
he added.

Tha Franklin Lakes U.F.O. hunter said that
he spends some 35 hours a week staring into the
skies looking for unidentified objects which he
said "for my own personal reasons, I think they

come from outer space." He frowned upon "Skep
tics" who immediately discount'the possibility of
traveling beings from other planets.

When questioned about the many people who
now go en radio and television and relate stories
of trips to Venus, spaceships landing in their
yards, and the like, Mr. Klotsky said one must
have "an open mind." And, he felt that one of
the attributes of his organization — with its
young talent — is just that philosophy.

* » *

THE JAYCEES' GUEST told of the saucer
he saw recently in Franklin Lakes. "It was cigar-
shaped with red lights en both ends, and had
a flashing green light in between. There were
also two horizontal bars on the spacecraft which
was less than a thousand feet above my head."
The machine made no sound at all.

The craft was moving toward him, circling
around in the night skies, he reported.

Mr. Klotkowsky also reports that he has seen
flying saucers during the day — and reports from
radar tracking stations and other reliable means
confirm that there is "something up there."

The sky-watcher simply doesn't buy govern
ment stories brushing of the U.F.O.'s as marsh
gas, meteorites, and other natural phenomenon.
And he said that on the basis of a series of re
ports of sightings in various parts of the country,
he was successfully able to predict where an
other sighting would be "made two weeks later.

TH MOST PUZZLrNG question seemed to be
why those unearthly creatures don't contact gov
ernments or the United Nations if they, are smart
enough to come down to earth. Reports, accord
ing to Mr. Klotkowsky, indicate that these sight
ings have been made for thousands of years. Ha
said that perhaps they were "just waiting for the
right time and a good spot to land." And earth
people have not been very helpful in that endea
vor. They have, for example, stoned space ships
In this country and thrown rotten fruit on theso
saucers in Italy according to reports which Mr.
Klotkowsky presented.

"Thfr Bible makes over- 300 references to
U.F.O.'s, he added.

The flying. saucer advocate and investigator
ended his presentation by circulating photographs
of what some people claimed were flying sauc
ers. Some of them were really weird bat-like
shapes while others resembled a bowl with eggs
around the edges.

Reactions to the pictures was mixed in the
audience, seme observers seeing everything from
a bowl of soup to-their wife's face in the photo
graphs. Perhaps the psychiatrists would like to
know about this one!

The outcome seemed to be that those who
were skeptics at 8:30 remained so at 9:30. But
very noticeable at the end of the meeting were
a few men staring out into the night air through
the windows.



TJ¥0 Sightings
Objects Seen in Wanaque, Newark

A large shining unidentified
flying object hovered aver the
Wanaque reservoir and was
seen by police and more than
a dozen residents last night.
Another sighting was reported
in Newark.

At about 9:25 p.m., the reser
voir police were swamped with
phone calls which reported a
mysterious flying object had
flown over the Wolf Den Dam
and landed in the reservoir in
Upper Passaic County.

Reservoir Police Sgt. Ben
Thompson who investigated
radioed back to headquarters
reporting that a large object,
about the size of an automobile
was hovering over the reservoir
at a height of about 150 feet.

"It's lighting up practically
the whole southern end of the
reservoir" Thompson told
Patrolmen Edward Webster and
William Pastor who were at
headquarters at the time.

Object Disappears

Thompson then turned on the

red light atop his police car.]
The object disappeared. I

Both Webster and Pastor said!

and then move off with great
speed.

"Sometimes it would disap
pear for a second or two and
then you could see it again,"
he said, adding:

"We finally lost sight of it
shortly before 10 p.m. It was
heading north over the upper
end of the reservoir toward

New York State."

Had Been Seen Before

Pastor said the object had

been seen several times before

but it had not gotten this close
to the water recently. :

He said that Air Force offi-
i

cials had taken pictures of thej
object in January, after it was,1
seen one night by about 50 per-l
sons in the area. !

He added that the-.Air Force I

officials who investigated the

January sightings made no(
comment on the UFO. |

Air Force officials at bases
in this state and New York said
they knew nothing about UFO
reports last night.

Norvel Wilson of 33 Burnet

they saw the object fly off in!St., Newark, reported his at-
a ncrtherlv direction. tention was attracted to the sky

«ti j> x- •* i ,* i „ lover his home by a whirring«'It definitely wasnt a plane," noise which h<? foum, hard £
said Pastor. |describe and spotted what ap-

Pastor explained that the ob- peared to be a large kite with
ject which flew away aLa height
of several hundred feet, would
sometimes stop and hover an
one spot for several seconds

a string of lights several hun
dred feet in the air. He said the
object disappeared as it headed'
southward.

K EVENING NEWS, TUESDAY, OCTOBER 11, 1*
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Cops C/ic/fe
UFO, Bedr
WANAQUE—Up-ctfunty police

went chasing a flying saucer
and a black bear (ate Mondaynight ' j--
A "bright object'̂ was seen

hovering over the 500-foot high
Tele-Mark CATV Tower by' a
Pompton Lakes resident at 9 30
J>m The resident (not identi
fied called Pomptotf- Lakes po
lice headquarters and reported
the UFO was moving towards
the Wanaque Reservoir
1 Reservoir police at Raymond
jDam told the Ne^s that at
30 30 p,m a "bright object"
,had moved over the reservoir
, A searchparty was sent out

ffter reports said the UFO had
Pcoi^f down in nearby swamp
MM The area was designated
|s either Cooper Swa,mp or" the
adjoining Blue Mine section
rar . th% WanaquerRmgwood
boundary l,ne The area is about
a mile from the reservoir's
shoreline i

No reports had befen-receivedfrom the search, Par^at press
Meanwhile, poWe Sn ^fine-

wood Borough were pursuing a
arge black bear m the area>ofthe Green Engineering'Camp.

The bear was seen1 roaming
around the camp ab'out » nm

|Jbyj_Ringw_ood resident.
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*Wl>tB$IJAY, OCTOBER 12,TS6l

CWA n'POUZ ATU«M ' -UH-KOO/ -
103JJCTS rcrc '-ipopi^d over r^pis of

•.i&f'(/inu; F' J-F«: 15

1 ,

Smtmrs Are
gam

curious individuals wSJT
••— r-.—.X. .3

Wanaque.-N. J- (AP)-Resi-
3eflts and poTfcemen said ditej
saw a brtluaht unidentified* ob-

J^»eiW^fe£^riJ_<'AP}>-Sha'tge]iPct flylnS above Wanaque res-
hgh{$ inffier sky" ami a <w»undie,v<Mr Monday.night
"hk» a cjr on a gravH \m°d' I T^ey described the thing" as
!(iu£bVt«ff a Wsve of uitp-rst m|vucer-shapcd-, about the size of
flung smaefs in fw.tr si Njum'an automobile and glowing with*'
Dakal'S Motidbv mgfv a white brilliance The resei -,

OffKeis MmMnl K'"1 •'ff a' as vQ|r. P^rt of the Newark water
to say the objects {.p^aml to supplv M'Stem, is about 25 miles
iie fl\/tif (.Aocfis but srmp of nn.1h.vgsl of Nmimrlr
'Wm m a loo-mite radius of
Fort Thompson wnf routed hv

rPOLic^m—-s£
j TK.; IOHT TKO T:

RIGHT LI^HT I ' TrC ^KY* TT'^ 'J.-F^^i:
-''(OTA ap:a. here -/^,A^T-Viv-""

?OLICI OFr ICI ALS . IbLM- ""-fnsh
soutj' da^ota ap:a. here j^^^t-1j^«C ^':;'/V"rv7 u

I^HTIi^ Fii-POHTS C'\rii TRO
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UFO Sighted

2 States
/*^ >xyin

PIERRE, S.D UP)—Strange
lights in the sky and a sound

i"like a car on a gravel road"
touched off a wave of interest
'in flying saucers in central
South Dakota Monday night.

* * +

; WANAQUE, NJ (^Resi
dents and policemen said they

'saw a brilliant unidentified
object flying above Wanaque
Reservoir Monday night.They
described the "thing" as sau
cer-shaped, about the size of
an automobile with a white
brilliance.

*c

-ij> ic/f o/ Cis

.3).

Jacksonville Journal, Tuesday, October 11 1966-

UFOs Sighted In N.J., S.D.
By United Press International

Authorities in two widely
separated areas—New Jersey
and South Dakota—last night
reported sightings of unidenti
fied flying objects The inci
dents weie apparently unie-
lated.

Two UFOs were reported
sighted in the Fort Thomp
son, S D , area both resem
bling "lighted merry-go-
rounds " The first sighting
was reported by Kanabec
Rancher Roger Huston. He
said a bluish-colored light ap
peared to be hanging over the
Crow Creek Indian Reserva
tion community of Fort
Thompson

This sighting was later cor
roborated by motor patrol
man Patrick Gribbin, sheriff
L*e Roberts and game war
den F}«yd Gaarder of Presho,
all of whom drove into the
country to view the lights.

The first object slowly fad
ed from an overhead position
to an easterly direction and
two hours later Fort Thomp
son pohce said It had bright
ened and was joined by an
other object in the sky The
hghts on the second object
seemed to rotate, witnesses
said, changing from red to
green to yellow, while the
original ohject went from
white to bluish-green to red

Gribbin said the first ohiect

appeared to be about three
times as big as any of the
brightest stars in the sky
They saw it from a point
about 26 miles west of Fort
Thompson The motor patrol
said there was no aircraft re-
poited in the area at the
time

Hundreds of miles to the,
east, at Wanaque, N J, at
least five persons— three of
them policemen—reported
sighting UFOs Patrolman
William Pastor said he spot
ted a "bright hght" hovering
over Wanaque Reservoir
while he was parked in a pa-
tiol car nearby.

"I turned on the red light

on tbe patrol car," he said,
"and the light on the object
immediately went out."

Sightings were also report
ed at the reservoir by Sgt
Benjamin Thompson and Pa
trolman Edward Wester, both
of the reservoir police They
said a "bright object" ap
peared about 11 p m , passed
over the reservoir from
Pompton Lakes to th? south,
and went down behind the
dam

Wanaque Reservoir seems
to be a favonte haunt of
whatever it was the witnesses
saw Last summer, several
sightings were reported, in
cluding one by a newspaper
editor.
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LEXINGTON DISPATCH

Lexington, N. C. 0

Those UFO'sAre
CavortingAgainit

Authorities In two widely
-separated areas—New Jersey
and South Dakota—Monday

night reported sightings of
unidentified flying objects. The
incidences were apparently
unrelated.

Two UFOs were reported
sighted in the Fort Thompson,
S.D., area, both resembling
"lighted merry-gc-rounds." The
first sighting was reported by
Kanabec rancher Roger Huston
about 9 p.m. CST. He said a
bluish-colored light appeared to
be hanging over the Crow
Creek Indian Reservation com
munity of Fort Thompson.

This sighting was later
corroborated by motor patrol
man Patrick Gribbin, Sheriff
Lee Roberts and Game Warden
Floyd Gaardner of Preshon all
of whom drove into the country
to view the lights.

The first object slowly faded
from an overhead position to an
easterly direction and two
hours later Fort Thompson
police said It had brightened

and was joined by another
object in the sky. The lights on
the second object seemed to
rotate, witnesses said, changing
from red to green to yellow,
while the original object went
from white to bluish-green to
red.

Gribbin said the first object
appeared to be about three
times as big as any of the
brightest stars In the sky. They
saw it from a point about 26
miles west of Fort Thompson
The motor patrol sajflTthere
was no aircraft reportedFin the

.area at the time.

iTuhdredS-1-1 of miles to the
east, at Wanaque, N.J., at least
five persons—three of them
policemen — reported sighting
UFOs. Patrolman William Pas
tor said he spotted a Z'bright
light" hovering over Wanaque
Reservoir while he was parked
in a patrol car nearby.

"I turned on the^d light a
the,patrol c?*'"r>*» -*1* ^^
the ligK

Immediately
-' Sightings were
at the . reservoir by 'Sgt.
Benjamin Thompson and pa
trolman Edward Wester, both
of the reservoir police. They
said a "bright object" appeared
about 11 p.m., passed over the
reservoir from Pompton Lakes
to the south, and went down
behind the dam. '

Two other persons also
reported seeing "an unidenti
fied flying object land." .

Wanaque reservoir seems to
be a favorite haunt of whalever •
it was the witnesses saw. Last
summer, several sightings were'
reported, including one 'by a
newspaper editor. !

/V-sT.

/Y.X
S-P.
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'SAUCEfC REPORTED
IN NORTHERN JERSEY

WANAQUE, N. J., Oct 11
(AP)—Residents and policemen
said they saw a brilliant uniden
tified object flying above Wa
naque Reservoir last night.

They described the object as
saucer-shaped, about the size of
an automobile and glowing with
a white brilliance. The reser

voir, part of the Newark water
supply system, is about 25 miles
northwest of Newark,

Sgt. Ben Thompson said he
saw the object as he drove a
patrol car along the reservoir.

"I saw the object coming at
me," he said. "It went straight
over my head, stopped in mid
air and backed right up. It
theii started zig zagging from
left to right." "It was so bright
I couldn't make out any of its
features," he added.

The sergeant said he turned
on the flashing red dome-light
of his car.

"The instant it started to
flash, the object sped away over
the reservoir and, without pass
ing over the horizon, disap
peared," he said.

PIERRE, S. D., Oct. 11 (AP)
—Strange lights in the sky and
a sound "like a car on a gravel
road" touched off a wave of
interest in flying saucers in
central South Dakota last night.

Officers would not go so far
as to say the objects appeared
to be flying saucers, but some
of them in a 100-mile radius of
Fort Thompson were routed
by curious individuals who
thought so.

Brule County, South Dakota

Chamberlain Register '^
Thursday, October 13 -•*

Bright 7
Object
Observed

y~

A 'bright object was reported
in the sky north of Kennebec
'Monday evening and descrip
tions from various sources noted
it as a bright light, as similar
to a merry-go-round in that it
whirled and was lit up, and as
changing color.

First report apparently came
from Roscoe Husten, nine miles
north 'and two miles west of
Kennebec. After the family and
an employe had watched it, they
called Kennebec and contacted
Highway Patrolman Pat Grib
bin and Lyman County Sheriff
Lee Roberts, where the peace
officers were in a conference
with the states attorney.

Gribbin and Roberts, called
at about 9 p.m., drove north
of Kennebec about nine miles
and stopped for an observation
from the top of a high hill.
They saw a bright light that
appeared to be approximately
over Ft. Thompson. To .try for
a definite location, the officers
alerted Brule County Deputy
Pat McGregor at Kimball and
had the police at Ft. Thompson
notified.

McGregor went north of Kim
ball and reported the object ap
peared to 'be northwest of him.
At Ft. Thompson, police said
it was approximately overhead
and was whirling and lit up
"like a merry-go-round."

Roberts and Gribbin also
called Game Warden Floyd
Gaarder at Presho. The latter
used a powerful spotting scope
for observation and reported he
could almost make out the
object and, with the aid of the
scope, could see it changing
colors.

Asked as to the apparent
speed of the object, Sheriff Rob
erts said it was moving quite
slowly while unde robservation,
probably less than 25 miles per
hour. They watched it for about
two hours before returning to
Kennebec.

Husten told the officers he
and his family could hear a
sound, something similar to a
flock of geese while they were
watching. Another observer, at
Ft. Thompson, said there was a
sound like "a truck driving very
fast on a gravel road."

ft,
s.
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'Saucers' in S/gAf-
A 2-State Report

By United Presj International

Authorities in two widely
separated areas—New Jersey
and South Dakota—last night
reported sightings of uniden
Ufied flying objects The inci
dences were apparently un
related '

Two UFOs were reported
sighted in the Fort Thomp
son, s D, area, both resem
blmg "lighted merry-
go rounds " The first sighting

the bnghtest stars in the
sky They saw it from a
point about 26 miles west of
Fort Thompson The motor
patrol said there was no air

craft reported in the area at
.the time

East at Wanaque, NJ, at
least five persons — three of

Sightings were also report
ed at the reservoir bv Sgt.
Benjamin Thompson and Pa
trolman Edward Wester, both

of the reservoir police They
said a "bright object" a p.

_ peaied about 11 pm, passed
Hundreds of miles to the over the r e s e 1 v 01 r from

Pompton Lakes to the South,"
and went down behind tlje

was reported by Kanabec sighting UFOs Patrolman
them policemen — reported dam

Two other persons also
reported seeing "an uni
dentified flying object-
land "

Wanaque Reservoir seems
to be a favorite haunt of
whatever it was the witnesses
saw Last summer, several
sightings were reported, in
cluding one by a newspaper
editor

rancher Roger Huston about William Pastor said he spot.v...» J.-wt,%-+ **ui]i.uii dUUUb " "" "•• *• muuwx uu.au 11c OJJUb

9 p m He said a bluish colored tect a "bright light" hovering
light appeared to be hanging over Wanaque Reservoir while
over the Crow Creek Indian he was parked m a patrol
Reservation community of|car nearby

"I turned on the red lightFort Thompson
This sighting was later cor

roborated by motor patrol
man Patrick Gribbin, Sheriff
Lee Roberts and game ward
en Floyd Gaarder of Presho.
all of whom Srove into the
country to view the lights

TWO OBJECTS
The first object slowly fad

ed from an overhead position
to an easterly direction and
two hours later Fort Thomp
son police said it had hrlght
ened and was joined by an
other obiect m the sky

The lights on the second
obiect seemed to rotate,
witnesses said, changing
from red to green to yel
low, while the original ob
ject went from white to
bluish green to red.

Gribbm said the first ob
ject appeared to be about
three times as big as any of

on the patrol car," he said,
"and the light on the ob
ject immediately went
out."

f\7S.
S>p.
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Uhideiifified Flying Ob&eets.- j rMf tanied m the-'ted" light

The lBcideflc«s^pfW0Slftyp^tb*'patr^^ca^,-, -is& said,
were unrelated. - ,'" .j4-'^ the Ighfrfih -§3e object

Two UFOs twh* repuiWl^^^^^^8*-^"'
gigMed fa the P"*art TImbbs-J, ,
pew, S D , area, botu re$^ift-; ••"•
hling "lighted
go-rounds,' '

Tlie first sightftlsr
ported by KanaWj
Roge' Huston

mcnj-

rmjm export
v.*

*€d>,^ the i^servtM,,^ S#f
was

••am;fher I*r*5"^i* Edwarj?7 Westet
""' ifeuriiol tljeJsfi&vsil'pgacS

. RESERVATION' Js*ein« ?>&. ^entitled'
He said a bittlsli >i«hT. ,ap-jFly)a^<SjJfiet land,?'

peaced Jo be h a n $& n g Avjr
fbe Crow Creek ludifir! resar
^vation eommunit.v. ' .. !

The sighting later -*vas Cftr-1
rohbrated bv Patrclman Pat-*
tick Gribbin, Slpntl fcee
Roberts and Gam % W'ardfn-|
Floyd G-aard&r of f^re&ho, 'all'1
of v.'barrwte}ye inforthe eoun- f
try ti view thg4febis. '

Hundreds of mUh to the
east, at W&nag.«C NJ, at
least five people-'—'Wee of
iiieo\ policemen -&- reported
sighting UPGs.
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A.F. Plans Flying-Object Probe
By JERRY PULWER IDayton ohio teH „ . ^ ^ ' ^^

rstaff Writ*.^ irr.r™' um°' told a Mornuifl awaro „* m„„j„.. _;-L.
By JERRY PULWER IDavton Ohm *„m ,, .

hce confirm Monday nightV fi/.MondaL °ight four P°hce of- straight UP or right straightsighting. ^.Hcers said they saw a_U. F. 0. | down just as fast as ft went
'??* *M*•"& be confirmed to
United States Air Force Ser
vant Benjamin Thompson of
(the Wanaque Reservoir Police
said last night,

sighting.
Lieutenant William xMarlev

f.ssl«n?d to Project Blue Book."
the Air Force's U. F. 0. in-

%*77 fu £ y saw a u- *• °- aown jUst as fast as it wenthear the Wanaque Reservoir, east or west." He went ouT to
.Dozens of nthpr nor>nn, ;*„i..j Mo th„ „k~_,. ... __w . out t0

- "uim^uc Alt

f>ozens of other persons, includ
ing the wife of a Pompton
Lakes police officer, also re
ported seeing a saucer-shaped
object.

Thompson said Sergeant I
Robert Gordon of the Pompton
Lakes police saw the object by
nis house and watched it dis
appear over a high hill. Gordon
then called Thompson through-
Pompton Lakes Police Radio.

"The only thing I could say
I saw was a real, real bright
light," Thompson said. The
light, he reported, was round
about 150 feet from the top of
the water right over the reser-
voir. Thompson said he had
seen U. F. O.s before, but not
as close to the ground as this
one.

"It was a bright, bright white
light about as big as a car It
lit up the whole area for about
300 yards," Thompson reported.
In fact, it blinded me when I

f UFO Makes Him Think ofFoe ~

,, ••*•"- •« wem out to

9elo p6 SJect at approximately
Thompson said the object fin

ally disappeared over Ringwood
about a mile east of Camp Mid
vale

Editor, Paterson News
Dear Sir:

These UFOs that people are
claiming to see, especially the
ones that maneuver over the
Wanaque Reservoir, may be
more serious than some people
realize. The United States has
made a lot of enemies. If it
is an enemy sending over sec
ret weapons at night to send'
a poison ray over the water
and poison us wholesale, well
goodbye people of Paterson!
it could be done you know.

At first I thought people
were mistaken in saying they
saw these things because there

r are so many different satel-
l lites, and searchlights from
F these advertising trucks that
r might beam their liehts from

r
t
s
a
i

I

might beam their lights from
outside auto showrooms.

But one night a week ago,
I happened to look out my
window just as one of these
UFOs was floating by serenely
from east to southwest over
Garret Mountain.
, I stood and watched it float
ing along, but when it got over
the mountain,, it suddenly
stopped, wiggled around a bit,
then shot off quick to the
north for a short distance. It
stopped again and went off
southwest .again, over the
mountain_ajld out of nfy sight,

lore.

[sending
be the

fe from
is of his

—Iearth, in
in which we

the Bible, it
he^even last I

--—--.-wning when
en deatKaigels shall

ne down-to pj» their death
fils overfj© eSty, and bring ,

™; w^iu*.- r-l°PIe- AlS0 to ipoisfflWtinlf watoss, including !
the ^eaBjjandJDurn them to j
bloodto «mkJQ I
rfnlS"^-* "%• f0]ks> and'aon c thinK yujf are seeing a
show in the >sky there thesel
nights. It 4na/ wind up real'
serious. ~

JAMES McARDLE ,
917 Madison Ave./

Paterson,.

lot ou of the car." He said he-
puldr" "
'about

it u ii — "c ""hi ne
/-ouldnt see the police car for

2 minutes once he got
out.

Although he couldn't estimate I
the object's speed, Thompson
said, "It wentfery, very fast."
He said it went around a half-

UFO Feyer Spreads;
400 See Them in N.J.

- o« w.iw obin nap-

'pening over the Wanaque Res
ervoir in New Jersey _ and
the spectator sport is growing

Wanaque ~

and wanaque as wen as Pomp-

Borough °'MayorLP*tl'olman Gaiy Jones, ofHarry T. Wolfe estimated some the Pompton Lakes police, said-
400 persons witnessed uniden-L Xwas lo°Klng north toward
tlfied objects in the heavenstth<;.™se™oir when I saw this
during the latest sightings last1 hlte llght ™ving vei-y fast
jm?ht- jaci'oss ^e sky. It definitely was
I All I saw was what appeared ? ?tom the '̂ound. it came
(to be an oversized star," said J"™1*"* reversing direction
jwolfe. He was standing outside lt; disaPPeared."
^is home in the community of
£ ^eI1 when he spotted the *
light in the sky about 7:30 pm
LZT^ alS° CkTne from theother Wanaque Borough com

r-

Pompton Lakes
Patrolman Sees

'Flying Object'
POMPTON LAKES — Mys

terious "flying objects" were
sighted again early Monday
morning, according to jjolice. ;

Patrolman'Gary J*es re
ported ^SffatWafflThe ob
served a Tw£hCl$ii8l$ght that
seemed tj^e comiig3rom the
Ramapo^Mountain^Band Oak-
laird. TflT bright OfJBject was
"beadinfilou*!i|sr;'' the patrol-

//fjoffliflyng/^jreports indicate
Jftte v<p^|e UFO
3?%

policV^a
It ahout.<t9e

or grSlfriuT w;
tatorsoveiiflr j
mostly t^DnL ..

Wanaque^Re^rvoir police at
7 a.m., THesdajieaid that their
records ind$ca($I no sightings

_ tin at
after _ l

icGOa

ac

ique Reser
Pompton

^at a white
of a football

leen by spec-
the reservoir
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Coming for Water
Flying Saucers Again Reported Over
Wanaque Reservoir, Complete with Lights

By PETER A. DVARACKAS
Herald-News Staff Writer

Those flying saucers reports are back again in the
Wanaque Reservoir area again. And one policeman
joked about the frequent sighting over the reservoir
"They're just coming down for water

It's Red and Green ,

This time a red and green ob-j
ject was reported by a Pompton
Lakes'police officer, 20 Pompton

M

ind

Lakes teen-agers and eight
Ringwood residents last night
between 8 and 9 p.m.

Mrs. Mary A'Hearn of Conk-
lintown Road, Ringwood, said
she was with her husband when
they spied a "red and green ob
ject over the area of the reser
voir moving about in the sky
and changing colors

The A'Hearns said they went
outside of their home and
watched the object from their
yard with three other couples in
the neighborhood.

It's the strangest thing I ever
saw." another woman said

Mrs. A'Hearn phoned police
and repeated what she saw
then she said, she returned to
observe the object with her
neighbors through high-power
binoculars. After an hour, the
object "vanished," the Ring-
wood residents said.

They said the object had no
wings and that it moved pecu
liarly. When it disappeared from
sight, they said, they drove in
a car toward the Wanaque res
ervoir.

At about the same time, a
Pompton Lakes patrolman, who
last year scoffed at the thought
of flying saucers prowling the
skies, said last night he saw "a
red and green light."

He said a young boy in front
Please Turn to Page 2, Col. 2

i

Coming
(Continued from Page 1)

of the police station ran in and
brought the officer's attention to
the lights. He said he watched
the light for 10 minutes before
it "vanished."

The policeman who joked,
"They're just coming down for
water" added: But, seriously
some reputable people have seen
these things, like police ser
geants and people I know per
sonally."

Some 20 teen-agers who were
behind the Pompton Lakes Bor
ough Hall also claim to have
sighted the weird saucer-shaped
object.

Wanaque Reservoir police said
they received no reports of any
new sightings. However, they
said betwen 40 to 50 cars were
stills crusing around West Brook
Road in Wanaque and Ring-
wood, searching the heavens for
UFOs.

Authorities offered no explan
ations although they said pre
liminary checks ruled out air
craft or fixed towers of any
kind.

None of the reports estimated
the size or height of the lights
other than "big" and "not to
high," police said.

The Wanaque area is wooded
and hilly at the top of the state,
just below the New York -Statel-j
line. ,

Reports on the hghts first
came Monday night when sev
eral residents of the reservoir
area said they saw a strange
object that seemed to remain
motionless over the reservoir
and then "land."

Last summer, a flurry of calls
reported similar sightings over
the reservoir, the states largest
water storage basin

10 Up County
Residents See
More Saucers
POMPTON LAKES — Police

in Pompton Lakes and the
Wanaque Reservoir received 10
calls Sunday night from excited
area residents reporting "a
noiseless bright object in the
sky going in the direction of
the Wanaque Reservoir."

Police investigated but could
not confirm the sightings.

Most of the callers were
anonymous. The calls came in
from Pompton Lakes, Kinnelon
and Wanaque.

Seven of the calls were re
ceived by the Pompton Lakes
police radio dispatcher, Mrs.
Cathy Pogwist, and three by
Patrolman William Pastor of the
Wanaque reservoir police. The
calls were relayed to Reservoir
Sgt. Ben Th
not co^
following
area.

Many
sighted
been in

re]
;ti

the UFt
recent _

>e 56g|r,CBparea. Po-
tMg curious motor-

ie could
lightings
Reservoir

reported
irs have

'janjftitthe shoulders of
ik^foad, armed with

cameras, hoping

parently norfllof them saw

^many .motor-
rcgffl Sunday night

im&Bn had to warn
_ (ftxthe road,

-^-^w Thompson and Pa
trolman Paptor Bad reported the
sighting of^an^anidentified ob
ject on praviotte occasions.

Thompson ana Pompton Lakes
Sgt. Bob Gordon were inter
viewed last week over Channel
13 on the UFO's they had sight
ed a week ago.
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The Bear

Was Real
Those magnificent men In

those flying machines that al
ways seem to elude corrobora
tion, were at It again early
today.

. /"* Residents of Wanaque, N. J.,
Ny 25-3/10 miles from Times
. ^ Square as the Saucer flies, re-
^S,. ported seeing another of those

"invasions from outer space."
The unidentified flying object

was sighted over the adjoining
reservoir shortly after mid
night, within a hundred yards
or so from the site where one

was seen last Summer.
Nobody could describe

precisely what he saw beyond
the fact it was a "bright ob
ject." Bright enough, appar
ently, to have illuminated the
scene at Ringwood, N. J., three

^j, miles away, where a resident
V saw a bear.

Police at Wanaque invest!
gated the UFO perfunctorily.
After all "flying saucers" are
reported quite frequently. But
the bear report got the full

_ - treatment.
-3 After all, it was only last
•**- April that police and volunteer

workers shot a Himalayan bear
in that area. State game au
thorities called him a "mysteri-

__ ous intruder froin an unknown
^T source," at the time.
2. Could he have traveled on a

flying saucer?
erccrym ponce iieauqucmpi

V0C*J7/'**

•*

\

*
CK

10 Op County

Residents See

More Saucers
POMPTQN LAKES — Police

in Pompton Lakes and the
Wanaque Reservoir received 10
calls Sunday night from excited
area residents reporting "a
noiseless bright object in the
sky going in the direction of
the Wanaque Reservoir."

Police investigated but could
jnot confirm the sightings.

Most of the callers' were
anonymous. The calls came in
from Pompton Lakes, Kinnelon
and Wanaque.

Seven of the' ."calls were re
ceived by the 'Pompton Lakes
police radio dispatcher, Mrs.
Cathy Pogwist, and three by
Patrolman William Pastor of the
Wanaque reservoir police. The
calls were relayed to Reservoir

(Continued on Page 4, Col. 8)j

Flying Saucers Seen
Again Over Reservoir

** 'TP.Si/? /cy /i/ t: ft£g/j LO •/y<5 u^->
By PETER A.'DVARACKAS / /
- Herald-News Staff Writer ' °//^/6fo

Those flying saucers reports are back again in the
Wanaque Reservoir area. And one policeman jokedI
about the frequent sighting over the reservoir: "They're
just coming down for water."

It's Red and Green i
This time a red and green ob

ject was reported by a Pompton
Lakes police officer, 20 Pompton
Lakes teen-agers and eight
Ringwood residents last night
between 8 and 9 p.m.

Mrs. Mary A'Hearn of Conk
lintown Road. Ringwood, said
she was with her husband when
they spied a ''red and green ob
ject Over the area of the reser
voir moving about in the sky
and changing colors."

The A'Hearns said they went
outside of their home and
watched the object from their
yard with three other couples in
the neighborhood.

"It's the strangest thing I ever
saw." another woman said.

Mrs. A'Hearn phoned police
and repeated what she saw
then she said, she returned to
observe the object with her
neighbors through high-power
binoculars. After an hour, the
object "vanished," the Ring-
wood residents said.

They said the object had no
wings and that it moved pecu-

!'liarly. When it disappeared from
sight, they said, they drove in

ia car toward the Wanaque res-
Iervoir.
| At about the same time, a

Pompton Lakes patrolman, who
last year scoffed at the thought
of flying saucers prowling the)
skies, said last night he saw "a
red and green light."

He said a young boy in front
., Please Turn to Page 2, Col. 2 I

Coming
(Continued from Page 1)

of the police station ran in and
brought the officer's attention to
the lights. He said he watched
the light for 10 minutes before
it "vanished." .

The policeman who iokea,
'"They're just coming down for
water" added: But, seriously,
some reputable people have seen
these things, like police ser
geants and people I know per
sonally."

I Some 20 teen-agers who were
behind the Pompton Lakes Bor-
'ough Hall also claim to have
sighted the weird saucer-shaped

Wanaque Reservoir police said
they received no reports of any
new sightings. However, they
said betwen 40 to 50 cars were
stills crusing around West Brook
Road in Wanaque and Ring-
wood, searching the heavens for
UFOs. . ,Authorities offered no explan-|
ations although they said pre
liminary checks ruled out air
craft or fixed towers of any

None of the reports estimated
the size or height of the; lights
other than "big" and "not to
high," police said.

The Wanaque area is wooded
land hilly at the top of the state
Ijust below the New York Statej
lineReports on the . lights first
came Monday night when sev
eral residents of the reservoir
area said they saw a strange
obiect that seemed to remain
motionless over the reservoir
and then "land."! La t summer, aflurry of calls
Ireported similar sightings over
Ke reservoir, the states largest
!water storage basin.

IQilp County Resident!
See More Saucers

(Continued from Page 1)

Sgt Ben Thompson buthe coul
not confirm any sighting
following a tour of the reservoi
area. „^, ,

Many of the UFO's reporte
sighted in recent years hz\
been in the reservoir area. P
lice report that curious moto
ists still jam the shoulders .
West Brook Road, armed wu
binoculars and cameras, hopu
to see a UFO.

Apparently none of them sa
a UFO Sunday night.

There were so many moto
ists along the road Sunday mg
that Sgt. Thompson had to wa
many to park off the road.

Both Sgt. Thompson and I
trolman Pastor had reported t
sighting of an unidentified i
ject on previous occasions.

Thompson and Pompton Lai
Sgt Bob Gordon were mt
viewed last week over Chan
13 on the UFO's they had sig
ed a week ago.



orfUFOs
Seen Again
AtReservoir
POMPTON LAKES, N.J.

XAP) — For three nights
this week, residents in
northern Passaic County
have reported mysterious
brilliant lights over the
Wanaque Reservoir . . .
some red and green, some
white.

"Yeah," joked one policeman
today,. "They're Just coming
down for water."

Then he added:

"But some real reputable
people have seen these things,
like a police sergeant and peo
ple I know personally. If it
was some drunks or some

thing, you know . . ."
Thursday night more than

two do7pn persons in Pompton
Lakes a^d Ringwood reported
seeing what some described as"

a saucer-shaped objlct, turn
ing grppn^nd Mpdjfgfternately.

Most ^g tfjey gjw the ob
ject for raJut 10 mtagites, then
watchedjjpt disaffiear from
view. J . yy

Last SlmifiH, a flurry of
caj^-ufJ lefllimilar sightings
ovfjT| thE resftvob^ New Jerr
se^^J.T^est'S!ti\%^ater stor-
agMaflVty. fl)

(^thoritie£0of£6ired no ex
peditions sR*ioiflfK they said
prelirnSjry*2|hedHr ruled out
aircraft or ifiedri»wers of any

Wnd- s £ n
None of th5> rafijrts estimat

ed the size or^lght of tha
lights, other 'than "big" and
"not too high," police said.

The Wanaque area is wooded
and hillv at the top of New
Jersey, just below the New
York St^te line.

Renorts on the lights first
came Monday, night when sev
eral rcP'dnnts of the reservoir

area <*-<H they saw a strange
obiect t'->at seemed to remain
motionless over the reservoir,

, then "land."

! Wednesday night a police
man reported seeing another

j^bright lleht over the reservoir.

SEEING IS BELIEVING and Sgt. Ben
Thompson of the Wanaque Reservoir po
lice, keeps seeine thoseR^Jjing objects.
This time the sergeantlhas<k lot of com
pany, for peo
the same uni

other evening
television cha

view of Tho

reported to ^_.0 „._ „.„. .„„
Wanaqu^ResjQ/oi^tands today, as one
of the moST vigjedCjfSJacesin the country
for unidfttffiST flf**g (bjjcts. My sug
gestion isNjhaJHhe govedgment set up a
laboratory buildir- •l* '̂
stock it ;wwh scien
all get to t|ie .bpit- "efeu
phenomenon, ^iffie
investigation is n
from intellig^yUan

aJTwejJie area saw
jiffcOflfSttg object the
ew Jersfeffe educational

>1 WNDW did an inter-
in,.and Cflb Air Force is
stJdQng the case. The

atffthe Reservoir,
k, .iuid once and for
of mis very strange

|anr% in which the
\ conducted is far
:omp,lete. These peo-„__^—— rj«-.~ *..^o^ t/v.vr-

pie saw somethimrstcan/e and unac
countable; let's find out-what it was

* * ^
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* * * .'fffajfiM
Even scientists

now looking tor

w 'flying saucers'
By WILLIAM B. MEAD

Flying saucers are respec
table again.

The Air Force has given
University of Colorado scien
tists $300,000 to investigate
sightings of unidentified fly
ing objects (UFOs)/ New UFO
theories are popping up like
swamp gas in a fast thaw,
and scholarly magazines are
treating them with straight-
faced respect.

Scientists and astronomers
still scoff at the notion that
we're being visited by air
craft from outer space,
manned or remote controlled.
But they 'admit their pred
ecessors 100 years ago would
have been just as negative
if someone had suggested
atomic power.

Dr. J. Allen Hynek, North
western University astro
physicist who has investi
gated saucer reports for 18
years under a contract with
the Aii». Force, says his
scientific mind still rejects
the spaceship theory.

CREDIBLE TYPES

But his conversations with
hundreds of UFO witnesses,
many of them policemen and

"other" credible types, leads
him to "admit the pos
sibility."

•/There's no doubt they
(UFOs) are gaining respec
tability, mainly because of
the caliber of people who are
making the reports," Hynek
said.

"You can't call all the peo
ple liars all of the time."

Dr. James McDonald
senior physicist at the In
stitute of Atmospheric
Physics, University of Ari
zona, broke sharply with
scientific opinion two weeks
ago. He said he believes
UFOs come from outside the
earth's atmosphere and are
"operated or controlled in
some way by thinking
beings."

McDonald said they prob
ably are "extra terrestial

. probes."
"I have absolutely no idea

where the objects come from
or how they are operated, but
after 10 years research I
know they are something
(from) outside of our atmos-

,'phere," he said.
' Few other scientists agree.
Dr. Edward Ney, professor

'&i astrophysics at the Uni

versity of Minnesota, and Dr.
Hazel 'Losh, professor of
astronomy at the University
of Michigan, said respectable
scientists don't even discuss
UFOs in serious terms. -

FEW AGREE

'"Nothing within the frame
work of physics as we know
it now" could send a vehicle
to earth from the nearest
planet which scientists think
might be inhahited, Ney said.

Scientists don't think there
is life on other planets within
our* solar system. Ney said
the nearest galaxy which
might' nourish life is about 10
light years away. That's 60
trillion miles, about 650,000
times further than the 93 mil
lion miles between earth and
our sun.

It would make our space
probes to Venus, a mere 26
million miles distance, look
like a cake walk.

"Of course,- the easiest
thing for a scientist to say is
that if we can't do it ourselves
no one else can do it either,"
Ney isaid.

RELIGIOUS GROUPS

At the other extreme are
religious flying saucer groups
like "the Aetherius Society
whose members .periodically
conduct nightlong prayer
vigils awaiting the second
coming. They claim Jesus
Christ rode to earth in a fly
ing saucer and will do it
again. Aetherians play tape
recordings, allegedly from
Mars, to fortify their faith.

Between the scientists and
the Aetherians are the peo
ple, and they're not so sure.

John G. Fuller, a Saturday
Review columnist who took
several months off to re
search and write a book
about flying saucer sightings
at Exeter, N.H., in Septem
ber 1965, claims the "general
press began treating the sub
ject (of UFOs) withl respect"
this year.

The sightings near Ann
Arbor and Hillsdale, Mich.,
which hit front pages, news
magazines and television net
works last March were the
first in recent years to gain
widespread publicity.

Hynek's now-famous con
clusion that the Michigan wit
nesses saw luminous swamp
gas, not flying saucers, failed
to stem the rash of sightings
reported since.
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By RON KROMER

WANAQUE — Eight Ringwood
residents reported seeing a sau
cer-shaped unidentified flying
object Thursday night, hovering
over the Wanaque reservoir.

They observed it for a full
hour, between 8 and 9 p.m. while
using high-powered binoculars,
and reported that the object
changed colors, fading from red
to green to red again.

The four married couples who
watched it said they had first
seen the object from a home on
Conklintown Road, Ringwood,
and had driven to the reservoir
area for a better look.

They described the UFO to
the Pompton Lakes police radio
operator as "a saucer-shaped
object with no wings that re
peatedly changed colors."

No Sound
They said the mysterious ob

ject "moved around" during the
hour-long period before "taking
off," but said they heard no
sound.

Pompton Lakes police identi
fied one of the callers as Mrs.
Mary Ahearn, of Conklintown
Road. Ringwood.

Mrs. Ahearn said that "the
object was moderately blinking
red and green."

After she adjusted her long
range binoculars, she stated that
"it seemed like the bottom of
a saucer slightly turned up
ward." However, she did not
have a complete view of its cir
cular shape.

"Like a Derby Hat"
A neighbor, Mrs. Nell Peter

son, was quoted as saying that
"it looked like a derby hat."

Mrs. Ahearn said the couples
watched the object until it dis
appeared behind a mountain.
She said there was "nothing to
be afraid of" and that she could
not determine "whether it was
an outer space vehicle or not."
She hoped the phenomenon
would be "investigated."

Meanwhile, a Pompton Lakes
police officer told The News
that he had observed a strange
object in the distant night sky,
from borough hall on Lenox
Ave. He said it appeared to
hang in the sky, in the direction
of the reservoir. The officer,
who asked to remain anonymous
and who had scoffed at reports
of UFOs in the up-county region
earlier this year, became a be
liever Thursday night shortly
after 8 p.m. when two young
boys called it to his attention.

From Red to Green
"I watched it for about 10

minutes," the officer told re
porters. "It kept changing
color from red to green to red.
I couldn't make out any
definite shape, but it seemed to
hang in the sky over the reser
voir," about three miles from
Pompton Lakes police head
quarters.

Asked if the UFO had done
any maneuvering the officer
said he observed no movement
until it "suddenly moved away."

He said "it just vanished
from the sky, but it might have
been moving away from my
point of observation and reced
ing into space. It disappeared
completely."

During the police officer's ob
servation, a group of some 20
teen-agers gathered behind Bor
ough Hall and also watched it.
The officer said a passing motor
ist stopped and confirmed his
sighting, also observing the
changing of colors.

Some 50 cars cruised West-
brook Road, along the reservoir
shoreline, filled with hopeful
UFO spotters maintaining a sky-
watch. Many of the cars were
filled with curious teen-agers.
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to be pure tin, a substance of

ten found near sightings."
Pagano draws sketches for

many of the sightings in this
part of the country. At one
time he considered becoming a
commercial artist but gave up
the idea to become a chiroprac
tor. However, he still does
sketching and painting and the
walls of his office, which dou-

, bles as £ bachelor apartment,
, are covered with his work.

THEY PULLED into the un-
': paved driveway and parked be-
1hind Sgt. Ben Thompson's pick

up truck at the side of his
!house. He met them at the door,
dressed in work pants and an
insulated underjacket. It was his
day off and he had been out
deer hunting with bow and ar
row.

! The bow, fishing equipment,
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two cased shotguns and a few
shotgun shells lay across the
couch in the cellar recreation
room. The walls were covered
with deer antlers and a large
pair of moose antlers from a
buck he had shot on a hunting
trip to Newfoundland.

"I've almost gotten into a num
ber of fights over this already
but I saw what I saw," Thomp
son said as he opened a round
of beers and settled on the couch
before a tape recorder for the
interview that will be forwarded
to the NICAP headquarters in
Washington, D.C.

'IT HAPPENED at about 9:15
or 9:30 Monday night. I received
a call from the Pompton Lakes
Police, telling me to look out for
a bright object in the sky that
they had seen going north over
the mountains toward the reser
voir.

"I drove to the side of the
reservoir and saw a very bright
light — and I mean it was very

(~Jers*jij Ci+y)

bright. It lit up an area of about
400 square yards. It was about
the size of a car and was about
150 feet away from me moving
back and forth across the reser
voir.

"When I got out of the jeep
I • put on the dome light and
the thing seemed to work away
from the flashing light. It would
move left and right across the
water and then would shoot up
into the air, then down again
on the left side, hover a few
seconds and then move to the
right. I saw it from three to
five minutes and then it moved
directly toward the mountain on
the left, and that was the last
I saw of it."

'HOW BRIGHT was it and
what color?" Pagano asked him.

"It was brilliant white. Did
you ever look into a 250 watt
bulb? It was bright like that
and blinded me. When I turned
back to the jeep I couldn't
see it for a few moments, not

Probes Reservoir Sighting

Doctor Stalks Elusive UFOs i

\
By JOSEPH MURPHY

As they pulled away from his
Fort Lee office in his deep blue
luxury convertible, Dr. John
O. A. Pagano spoke quietly
about the latest unidentified fly
ing object sighting in North Jer
sey.

"It was Monday night at the
Wanaque Reservoir and there
were some reports that the UFO
had landed," he said. "The man
we're going to see, he's a police
sergeant at the reservoir, 'not
only saw this UFO but also was
one of the witnesses to the first

} sighting last January."

' PAGANO, a chiropractor, was

spending his day off as he had
hundreds of times in the past,
to work as an artist-investigator
for NICAP, the National Investi
gation Committee- on Aerial Phe
nomena. He has been investi
gating UFOs or "flying sauc
ers" for more than 10 years and
has conducted more than 50 in
terviews. He himself has sight
ed Unidentified flying objects on
three occasions.

"They were not 'close sight
ings, but they were definitely
sightings," he said in a serious
tone.

'AN

about

INTERESTING
this sighting is

thing
that it

was again over a large body
of fresh water. There were two
other sightings at Wanaque Re
servoir, a sighting in 1953 at the
Oradell Reservoir and a really
fine sighting in Glassboro, near
a fresh water lake, in 1964.
All over fresh water areas.

"At the Glassboro sighting
there was a reported landing.
I did the sketches for NICAP
for their report and I saw the
area with the scorched earth,
markings similar to that made
by landing gear and I also
found pieces of metal which were
later analyzed and turned out

n

See SAUCERS-Page 4.
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even the flashing light." |
"What was its shape?" \
"Well, if you took a basket-:

ball, perfectly round and then
cut a hole in it and the end
of a football through it — that
would give you an idea of its
shape."

Thompson said that within 15
or 20 minutes after he had rad
ioed in what he had seen, six
helicopters and some 20 to 30
planes were flying over the area.

PAGANO WONDERED aloud
where they had come from and ,
said that someone must have
made plans in the event of a re
currence of the January and •
March sightings.

Pagano pressed him about
whether he could have been mis
taken and could have been look
ing at a bright star.

"No, it wasn't. It was a clear i
night and I could see stars in !
the sky. But this thing wasn't a !
star. It lit up the water, the j
rocks, the shoreline and the'
mountain half a mile apart on I
each side of the reservoir." (

'DO YOU BELIEVE in flying
saucers?"

"I believe in what I see, and
this is the third or fourth time
I've seen them."

As Thompson saw his visitors
out to their car he and Pagano
discussed the need for educating
police officers in methods to be
used in case of UFO incidents.

"There have been many re
ported cases of burns and radia
tion injuries received by per
sons at the sites of UFO land
ings," Pagano told him.

'THE PUBLIC, and especially
policemen, who are usually first
to be called to the scene, should
be made aware of the dangers."

Thompson then directed them
to the place at the reservoir
where he was standing when
he first saw the UFO. The wa
ters were calm and streaked
with patches of sunlight from a
heavily clouded sky.

"On this exact spot, some
thing yet unknown has come at
least three times. Who knows
when it might come again," Pa
gano said. He photographed the
area for his files and then got
back into his car. He took a
last look, however, at the sky,
which was gray and cloud-cov
ered and still very unknown.



WANAQUE RESERVOIR IN THE SPOTLIGHT

UFO buffs seeing plenty of action
i *•' >* •^ttfcz
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By ROGER HARRIS

The Wanaque - Ringwood
area of Passaic County is to
UFO buffs what Coney Island
is to hot dog lovers

There was action in the sky
reported again last week and
this meant that the quiet
country crossroads at West-
brook and Stonetown Roads,
Ringwood, near the Wanaque
Reservoir, was once agam the
scene of nocturnal traffic
jams.

Each night, from sundown
until 6am, the little stretch
of road was filled with dozens
of cars, parking in violation
of all safety regulations

They came from all over
the metropolitan area, some
from as far as 50 miles away
Ihey carried binoculars and
copies of Frank Edwards'
book: "Flying Saucers " They
munched shces of pizza and
trapped themselves in blank
ets and craned their necks
at the sky.

SAW NOTHING

What they saw, of course,
was nothing. It is the mis
fortune of these people to al
ways arrive on the scene the
lay before or the day after
he unidentified flying objects
ire sighted.

If Ihey had been out Mon-
iay night with Ben Thompson
md Bob Gordon or Betty
Jordon or Lorraine Varga,
hey would have seen some-
hing But what they saw
vould have varied as to what
jart of the area they were in

From one spot, an object
'shaped like a basketball cut
ipen with a football wedged
hrough it" was seen low m
he sky. Two miles away an
ibject shaped like an orange
vas seen high m the sky.

SWITCHBOARD JAMMED

There were also reports last
veek of strange objects in the
iky over Newark and Rantan
Pownship But the sightings
iver Wanaque attracted the
nost attention, because of the
lumbers of persons who sight-
id the UFOs and the fre
quency with which they have
seen seen ,

"Our switchboard was com
pletely jammed," said a po-

Photo by Dennis F. Bird

Roger Gilmore and Barbara Gambatese of Paterson
cuddle under a UFO sky

I

lice officer at the Wanaque
Reservoir station. "So was
Pompton Lakes There must
have been 150 calls "

This marks the fourth time

within the last 12 months
there has been widespread
reporting of UFOs in the area
The previous sightings were
in October, 1965, and January
and March of this year

LIGHT IN SKY

Sgt. Ben Thompson, a six-
year veteran of night duty
with the Wanaque Reservoir
police department made all i _
four sightings Here is hisj-i
version of what happened1-—
Monday night ^

"I was on patrol duty at ^
9 20 p m when I received a
call to check out a light in the
sky in the vicinity of West-
brook Road I drove there, got
out of the car There was an
extremely bright hght

"It was very low It ap
peared to be about 75 feet
over the top of the mountain
That would be Windbeam
Mountain

"It was the shape of a
basketball with the center
scooped out and a football
'hrust through it Sometimes
±e football appeared to be
perpendicular to the basket
ball and sometimes standing
up on end

"It was traveling very
quickly and in a defimte pat
tern First right then left,
^hen up and down, then re
peating the pattern. Distances
are deceiving but it might
have covered an area of half
a mile.

"I started to get back to my

Photo by Wally Akerberg

Robert and Betty Gordon relax after saucer spotting

car and I had difficulty see
ing because the light was so
bright, it blinded me. After
three or four minutes, it went
out, just as if a hght bulb had
been turned out It seemed
as if it had gone right into the
mountain "

Thompson had seen the
same shaped object three
times previously But this
time it was much lower in the
sky and much brighter

STAR-GAZING

"I was numbfounded," he
said "It was more than a
little frightening "

About two miles away, at
205 Midland Ave., Pompton
Lakes, the home of Pompton
Lakes Police Sgt Robert
Gordon and his wife, Betty,
another object was sighted
Although it was somewhat

different than what Thompson
saw, there was a connection

Betty Gordon was gazing
out the windowpane of her
front door, shortly, after 9
pm Monday

"I guess you might say I
was star-gazing," she said.
"I've always had an interest
in astronomy, ever since I
was a student

There is a television tower
in the area and it is clearly
visible from the Gordon
home Atop the television
tower is a red light But Mrs
Gordon saw a white hght
above the tower

"At first I thought it was
a star. But, it seemed to be
moving It had a definite pat
tern It would move to the left
of the tower and then move
back directly over the tower.
I'm quite sure it was not a
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star or a planet. I could not
distinguish any shape or
size."

Mrs. Gordon called her hus-
' band and a neighbor, Mrs.
Lorraine Varga of 213 Mid-

I land Ave. Both saw the white
i light. Gordon could not dis

tinguish a Shape or size but
Mrs. Varga thought it was
about the size of an orange.

Gordon said it lasted about
seven or eight minutes. It ap
peared to move away out of
his line of vision, he said. But,
a moment or two after it had
moved away, in another di-
eotion, near the mountain
here Thompson spotted his

Photo by Dennis F. Bird

Ralph Hungrige, 18, of Wayne, scans the heavens at Wanaque Reservoir with
Carol Erwinski, 16, left, and Sandy Hopper, 15, both of Haskell

UFO, Gordon saw something
else.

"I saw a terrific flash of
light. It looked like a flash
bulb going off. It occurred
several times," he said.

This, then, was what the
UFO buffs were looking for.
But, it should not be inferred
that all the residents of the
area believe the sky is filled
with mysterious objects. Even
in Wanaque, there is a high
rate of skepticism.

In Cataldo's Pizza Parlor
in Wanaque on an afternoon
last week the customers and
the owner took a dim view of
the apparitions. A few com

ments follow,
Grammatica Cataldo, the

owner:

"Never heard of it. You
said you wanted a slice with
sausage."

George Redfern, Cupsaw
Lake, Ringwood, a builder:

"The government should
stop worrying about things
flying in the sky and start
doing something about all this
tight money. It's killing our
business."

Joseph Carman, Glenn
Cross Rd., West Milford, a
construction worker:

"I don't know. I've never
seen one. I'll believe it when
I see it. Maybe."



AN OBJECTIVE LOOK AT UFOs

£fc<?^ S.J.U*fcfe£> tt^s

Over the lonely mountains surrounding the Wanaque Reservoir rose

• On the night of October 11, 1966, Police
Sergeant Robert (known to his friends as
"Bobby") Gordon was off duty, relaxing in his
comfortable house at Pompton Lakes, New
Jersey. He had just settled down to watch tele
vision when his wife flung open the front door,
greatly excited. She called to him, insisting that
he immediately dash outdoors to view an Un
identified Flying Object.

Bobby Gordon is a cop in the best sense of
the word. He had been trained to observe facts
and not UFOs. Using his own words: '"In my
job I deal with facts—and facts alone. I go by
what I see personally." He had been cynical
about the many reports of UFO's that had been
observed in his area during the previous Jan
uary and March. His wife, he knew, was a
UFO "buff." She was a member of NICAP, the
National Investigations Committee on Aerial
Phenomena—an unofficial civilian organization
that has been trying for some years to identify
the Unidentified Flying Objects reported by
many thousands of persons across the United
Slates. So he waved her off for a few moments,
until her excitement captivated his interest.
Grudgingly he got up from the easy chair in
which he'd been sitting and followed her out
doors.

ET^o«r:^,

It was precisely 9:15 p.m. when he reached
the front yard and looked up at the sky in the
direction his wife indicated. He noted, as a
trained observer, that Mrs. Lorraine Varga,
their neighbor who lived two doors away, was
also out in her yard staring at the sky. Mrs.
Varga seemed to be agitated—and quite fright
ened. He gazed above the high television an
tenna tower, about a block-and-a-half distant,
toward which his wife was pointing. What he
saw was to him interesting—but not frightening.

Sergeant Gordon is probably one of the
youngest sergeants in any local police force in
the State of New Jersey, if not of any state of
the Union. He appears to be in his late 20s or
very early 30s. He came up the hard way—by
being a diligent worker, a dedicated police of
ficer. He was not about to allow an unusual
phenomenon in the sky to upset his capabilities
of observation. Completely unselfconscious
about his strikingly handsome appearance and
obviously unaware of his earnestness, here's
how he told me the story of the beginning of
an evening that was probably unique in the
history of UFO sightings:

"My wife had seen a very bright object up in
the sky, above a nearby TV antenna. The an
tenna tower is five hundred and some feet in

Science & Mechanics
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a strange and awesome sight, with a light that blinded observers

the air and this object was high above it. The
object was very bright. It appeared to be the
size of a softball, or a grapefruit. It was mov
ing in a north-northeasterly direction. It came
from my left and moved to my right. How can
I describe its brightness? It wasn't like looking
at a streetlight, or a strobe light, or anything
like that. It looked just as though there were
a hole punched in the sky. There was no actual
beam from it.

"Now when my wife first saw this object, it
was hovering—it was still. I didn't see it hover.
When I came out of the house it was moving.

"So I went back inside the house and phoned
Headquarters. I didn't report the object. I just
called them and asked them if they would send
a patrol car over. Before I reported it, I wanted
someone else to see it beside myself, my wife
and Mrs. Varga.

"One of the police officers drove over and
just as he got to our house, the thing disappeared
from our view. It didn't go out like a light was
shut off or anything like that. It just went be
yond the horizon, beyond the mountains, in the
direction of the Wanaque Reservoir, about four
or five miles to our north. I asked the officer
to call the Reservoir Police Headquarters by
radio and see if any of their officers had a car

' May, 1967

out on patrol. I wanted to find out if they could
possibly see this object, whatever it was."

It should be mentioned here that the Wana
que Reservoir is a 90-odd-billion-gallon stretch
of water lying among some of the wildest and
loneliest woodlands in New Jersey. Through
that mountainous area prowl bobcats, foxes and
wild dogs. As many as 100 venemous copper
head snakes have been killed in one day by a
single Reservoir Police Officer. The Reservoir
Administration maintains its own autonomous
police force to patrol the vast water-storage
lands. In fact, the area is so wild that a police
officer (who doesn't want to be named) told
me: "There's only one thing that would make
me go into those woods, no matter how many
guns I carried, and that's to find a lost child.
Otherwise I'd stay close to the roads—in a car."

(An interesting aside: the natives pronounce
Wanaque as "Wahn-a-cue." Those who were
not born in Wanaque Borough, or who live in
nearby communities, pronounce the name as
"Wahn-a-kee." No matter how you may pro
nounce it, Wanaque, N. J., has been the scene
of many UFO sightings. Among the respon
sible persons there who have reported UFOs
have been the Borough Mayor, the Mother
Superior of Mount Calvary Convent, several



members of the Pompton Lakes Police Force,
many members of the Reservoir Police Force
(including its Chief,) Borough Councilmen, a
newspaper editor, an electrical engineering stu
dent and a mathematics teacher. What they
saw and how they feel about the UFO situation
will be reported in the next issue of S&M. But
none of their sightings, although these were also
unique, can compare in sheer strangeness with
the sighting on the night of October 11, 1966.)

Sergeant Bobby Gordon of the Pompton
Lakes Police Force had no idea of what he was
starting when he asked his fellow officer in the
patrol car to radio the Reservoir Police about
that UFO. His story, tape-recorded by me,
continues:

"So he (the fellow police officer) radioed up
and got in touch with Sergeant Ben Thompson,
who was then on patrol around the reservoir.
And Sergeant Thompson immediately said:
'Yes, I see something. It's very bright.' We were
looking in a northerly direction and at this time
we saw three or four flashes—extremely bright
flashes."

"From this object?" I asked Gordon.
He shook his head negatively. "The object

at this time was out of my sight. But its re
flections came off a mountain—or I assume
these reflections were from this object. Be
cause it was not three minutes after it left our

view that we were in radio contact with Thomp
son. And it had gone in that same general di
rection. You see, to the north of my home are
mountains which border the reservoir. And it
apparently went beyond the mountains, just out
of my line of vision. But I believe Sergeant
Thompson said it came in from his northeast.
That's when he first saw it. He just looked up
—and there it was. But these flashes—there
were three or four. I don't recall exactly."

I asked: "Oh, you mean they were like bril
liant reflections of sunlight on water that you
can see from an airplane when you're looking
down at a river or the sea?"

"No," he answered. "They were more or less
like reflections, say, from a gigantic flashbulb,
something like that. They just went flash-flash-
flash, about a second or so apart. Maybe two
seconds apart, but no longer."

"Getting back to the position of the object
when you first saw it," I said, "how did it com
pare with the antenna tower position? Could
you get any estimate of its altitude or speed?"

"I don't know about altitude," Sergeant Gor
don told me, "but I've been judging speed for
12 years now as a police officer, you know, and
I would say it was moving no more than 20
miles an hour. It moved steadily. No deviations,
whatsoever. No erratic turns or anything like
that."

Sergeant Ben Thompson of the reservoir police. He hada close-up view of thestrangely-shnped UFO
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This statement, I should point out, contra
dicts the actions of the UFO as Sergeant Ben
Thompson of the Reservoir Police later saw
them and reported them to me.

I then asked Sergeant Gordon: "Do you have
any idea of what it was that you saw?"

He looked puzzled. "No, I don't. I really
studied this thing. I saw it for about five to
seven minutes and I was honestly looking very
closely for wing-lights or tail-lights or the set-up
of lights that you find on a helicopter. But I
never saw any such lights. And I had this object
in my vision first from an 80° angle to my left,
and then right in front of me, and then all the
way out as it moved away. So I think if there
had been any other type of lighting on the
object, I most probably would have seen this.
The thing I saw was a very odd type of light."

"Did you hear any noise at all?" I asked.
"None whatsoever."
My next question was: "By 'very odd type

of light,' what do you mean? What would it
compare with?"

"Well, that's just it," he said. "I've never be
fore seen anything like this. A lot of aircraft
fly over this area. And it wasn't, say, an air
plane with a strobe light, which is very, very
bright. It was mellower than that. Let me see.
How can I put this? For example, when you
look at a star there's sort of a twinkling effect,
while with a planet there's even, to a degree,
some kind of fuzziness. This objact had none
of these effects. It was just white, you know.
Not brilliant white as with a strobe light. It
was more mellow. But it was bright."

"You mean that it looked sort of like the
moon—if the moon were full?"

He answered me quickly. "No. It was much
brighter than that. There was no diffusion what
soever: no beam or ray or anything like that.
Or any little aura around it. It was just neatly
bright."

"Did you have the feeling that it was three-
dimensional, or did it look flat?"

"I couldn't really say. It was just round—
and that's as close as I can come to it. It was
very high. I was sorry to see the thing leave
my range of vision. It was that interesting. I
had never seen anything like this before."

"What was your wife's reaction?"
"She was glad to see it." He laughed. "She's

a member of NICAP. It was quite a thrill for
her. In fact, she made me get out my own car
and drive her and Mrs. Varga over to the reser
voir. Of course, I first used the radio in the
other officer's patrol car to ask Sergeant Thomp
son for his position at the time. And we drove
over to where he was. But when we arrived,
there was nothing in sight. The thing had dis
appeared. Up to that point I was very inter
ested but not overly impressed with what I saw.
Then I heard Ben Thompson's story. We drove
up to him, oh, five to ten minutes after we first
heard him on the patrol-car radio. I never saw
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Wanaque is located in heavily wooded
country south of the New York-New Jersey
line. It is near the reservoir, north
of Pompton Lakes.

him that excited before."
"Was he really shaken up?" I asked.
"Yeah. He was excited," answered Sergeant

Bobby Gordon. "And Ben is not a flustery type
of individual. He was shaken. Not to the point
of panic or anything like that. But he was, you
know, impressed with what he had seen."

"How could you tell he was that excited?"
"Well, actually, Ben is a distant cousin of

mine—somewhere back there in the woodpile.
And I've known Ben, well, I'd say 15 years.
He's a humorous individual, with kind of a
rough country humor, I guess you'd call it. And
he wasn't very humorous that night, you know.
•Normally, he's a kind of effervescent type of
individual, full of jokes. But that night he was
quiet. And if you knew him well, you would
sense immediately that he was mighty impressed
with something."

Another person who had known Sergeant
Ben Thompson for years was Howard Ball, an
experienced newsman, who is Suburban Editor
of the Paterson Morning News, largest circula
tion daily in the area. Ball described the Reser
voir Police Sergeant to me like this: "Ben is a
Davy Crockett-type, a man of the woods. He's
an outdoorsman, a hunter. I've never known
him to exaggerate anything—except maybe the
size of a fish. And of all the people in the
world, I think that maybe he was one of the
great pooh-poohers of UFOs before he first
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Sergeant Ben Thompson certainly didn't ap
pear to me as a man who would be capable of
exaggeration, yet the weird phenomenon that
he described to me seemed more like the wildest
fantasy of a science-fiction writer's imagination
than it did as an actual object observed by an
experienced police officer. In fact, Thompson
didn't want to talk about the object at all. For
three days he gave me quite a hard time, agree
ing to an interview and then ducking out of it
in one way or another. Originally I had phoned
him from my home in New York City and con
vinced him that I wanted to write an honestly
objective story about his sighting. My purpose,
I told him, was not to ridicule him but to report
exactly what he had seen. "All right," he said.
"Then there's no problem. I'll talk to you."
But after I arrived at the Wanaque Reservoir
Police Headquarters, he was somehow too busy
to talk. He said that he would see me earlier
the next day before he went on duty and we
could discuss his sighting then. He was very
reserved and did not seem too friendly.

The next day I softened him up a little bit by
informing him that his Chief of Police had not
only agreed to talk into my tape recorder but
that the Chief had highly recommended that I
interview a certain Sergeant named Ben Thomp
son. Still he found an excuse not to sit down
and describe his experience. But he was be
coming a little more friendly.

During my wait to interview Thompson I
talked with several other members of the Reser
voir Police Force who had seen UFOs in the
past. They were all reluctant to talk about their
sightings. When I asked them a question about
UFOs they would invariably reply with the
same phrase. Some said it with a smile, others
with no change of expression. The phrase was:
"See no evil, hear no evil, speak no evil." It
was obvious that there was an unwritten policy
among the Reservoir Police officers to remain
silent about the UFOs that had "plagued" their
area. I was puzzled by their reluctance to talk.
Later I discovered the reason from a statement
made to me by Sergeant Thompson.

"You know," he said, "I've personally been
ridiculed right down to the end on this thing.
Sometimes," he added bitterly, "I've almost
come to blows with people who'd say to me,
'What were you drinking that night. Ben?' Or
they'd say, 'You can see the funniest things
when you have a snootful, Sergeant.' The boys
over at Headquarters get the same treatment.
It's aggravating."

Furthermore, the U. S. Government had ap
parentlyplayed a role in establishing their policy
of silence about UFOs. This had occurred dur
ing the earlier sightings. In the words of Ben
Thompson: "We notified said Government. And
they sent an investigator to Lakeland High
School where he interviewed us. He came right
out and said we were 'seeing things.' Swamp
gas, a star—things like that. He as much as
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told us that we didn't know what we were see
ing. So we figured it would be a waste of breath
to talk to anybody, official or not, from then
on."

But I finally persuaded the police officers,
including Thompson, to talk about their ex
periences at length. Before I left Wanaque, Ser
geant Thompson was calling me "young man"
and "buddy." His boss, the Chief of Police,
said: "It was a real pleasure to meet you." And
the others were all friendly and pleased that
their story would be told without bias.

I finally pinned down Sergeant Ben Thomp
son to a tape-recorded interview. Prior to that
moment I'd had the impression that he was a
hardboiled, hard-working cop. I felt that he
would brusquely go through a quick interview
and then dismiss me. Instead I found him ac
tually to be a warm person with a sentimental
streak. I interviewed him in his home, which
he built by himself with the help of a brother.
In his backyard was a deer, a full-grown buck,
that he had trained from babyhood. He had
rescued the buck from a pack of wild dogs in
the woods around the reservoir. With a branch
torn from a tree he had killed the vicious dogs,
who were as fierce as timber wolves, and chased
the little buck three miles in 94° heat to catch
it and save it from starving. The dogs had

Sergeant Thompson feeds his pet deer which
he raised and trained after he rescued
it from an attack by wild dogs in the woods.
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killed the little deer's mother and another buck.
Affectionately, he christened the little buck
"Bambi." The State of New Jersey permitted
him to keep it. Now it wags its tail wildly when
it sees him approach and eats coughdrops out
of his hand.

Sergeant Thompson is a stern-looking, hand
some man, with black wavy hair, thick eye
brows, a ruddy complexion and a lean, wiry
figure. His stern appearance vanishes when he
smiles. He does not drink hard liquor and only
occasionally has a beer or two. His fellow
police officers told me that he's like an Indian
in the woods. He himself told me that: "If
somebody took a tree anywhere in these woods
and moved it within ten feet of where it was,
I would know that tree was moved."

Thompson, when I interviewed him, had been
with the Wanaque Reservoir Police Force for
six years. Before that, for 20 years, he had been
a Security Guard at the E. I. DuPont de Ne
mours plant at Pompton Lakes. "In other
words," he said, "I've been trained to observe
things carefully. Things and people. That's
what we work with." During World War II
he was in the infantry and fought on the islands
of Guam and Iwo Jima.

He is thoroughly familiar with aircraft of
all kinds. He puts it this way: "Yes, sir! I watch

Newspaper editor Howard Ball and Sergeant
Bobby Gordon of the Pompton Lakes police.
Both men observed UFO in the Wanaque area.
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that sky carefully at night when I'm coon hunt
ing or fox trapping. And I do a lot of hunting.
You see, I wait for the sound of an airplane
because as it comes over, the noise of its engines
drown out any noise I might make when I'm
stalking. And I can get close to the animals
that way, without their hearing my approach."

Also, he's very familiar with the appearance
of landing lights on airplanes. "I've seen them
many times," he said, "blinking their lights at
each other, just like bus drivers do when they
pass each other on the highway."

Certainly the weird light that he observed
close-up on the night of October 11, 1966, was
not flashed from an airplane—or he would have
recognized it. It was so weird, in fact, that
almost anybody would be hard-pressed to be
lieve his story was not fictional if Sergeant
Thompson were not such a straightforward,
earnest and down-to-earth type of man.

Throughout a long interview plus several
hours longer with the man in his own home,
where he was casually dressed and relaxed, I
was able to study Sergeant Thompson closely.
I am convinced that his story is sincere. He
is the type, as one of his friends described him,
whose main interests are the commonplace
things of life. "When he sees a squirrel over
his rifle-sight," this friend said, "that he can
understand."

Sergeant Thompson has a deep sandpapery
voice. Rarely does he show emotion as he talks
rapidly in a clipped but matter-of-fact manner.
Here's the story he told me of what happened
to him in those minutes before Sergeant Bobby
Gordon drove us to find him shaken and ex
cited:

"It was somewhere around 9:15 in the eve
ning and I was on patrol around the reservoir.
I was in the gray patrol car, which is kind of
a big Jeep. And I received a radio call from
the Pompton Lakes Police, which is a kind of
Central Radio Dispatch Headquarters for sev
eral communities in this area. They told me
that there was some kind of a flying object in
the air. They asked me if I would check it out.
So I was only about five minutes' drive away
from the area where they thought this object
was heading. I drove over there and I saw this
very bright light as I approached. I would say
it sat there in the sky for around two-and-a-half
to three minutes when I first saw it. As I got
closer, all of a sudden it started to move. I
came to a spot in the road where I stopped.
This light was real bright and I could see it
was as big as a car. Yes, I'd say it was around
eight feet in diameter. And then it made all
these squared-off moves. It just kept going—
to the right, left, up, down and making all these
square turns, to the north, to the east . . .
Seemed like it was putting on a show or some
thing."

"How high did it seem to be?" I asked.
(Continued on page 62)



S&M Readers Report:

UFO SIGHTINGS
THE following reports of UFO sightings

have been submitted to S&M in response
to the invitation that was first published in the
February 1967 issue.

Literally hundreds of readers have sent us
reports and most of these, according to the
writers, have not been submitted to the Air
Force's Project Blue Book or to any other UFO
organization.

No attempt hasbeen madeto explain or eval
uate thesereportedsightings. They are presented
here exactly as received from our readers, ex
cept that, in some cases, the letters have been
shortened because of space limitations.

Dear Sirs:

Have been reading the UFOs and case his
tories in S&M. This report will probably be
meaningless due to the delay, but could be a
part of a mysterious puzzle—or as a matter of
record.

Place and time were St. Louis, Mo., on
August 11, 1947, 1630EST. Duration of sight
ing was three minutes from the first sighting in
the southern hemisphere (180°) to out-of-sight
in the northern hemisphere (360°).

The observers were two Softball teams, myself
included, and about 25 spectators. Members of
the teams included nine aircraft ground instruc
tors of varied backgrounds, and nine pilots and
aircraft students. The background of the spec
tators is not known.

Sky was cobalt blue, no clouds. In aviation
circles known as CAVU. The numberof objects
sighted was either 7 or 9—1 don't recall at this
time, but it was an odd number. The objects
appeared to be about the size of grapes, black
on one side and white (or reflected light) on
the other.

Their speed was very fast, I'd guess at 1000
mph. Altitude at 25,000 to 30,000 ft. at about
75° from point of observation. At this altitude
about the size of a grape.

Sound: None. Objects moved from south to
north as straight as anyone could walk, drive,
fly or sail. They seemed in a vertical Vee for
mation. One on a point, the other stepped above
and below intrail.

These objects were observed to, shall I say,
flip, and in perfect unison from black to light
every 2 seconds. At first, thought to be bombers.
But at this altitude, where were the contrails?
Also, there was no droning noise. The second
thought was that they were ducks. But at this

altitude? Besides, they were headed the wrong
way for this time of year. Then, too, the for
mation was too perfect.

The nearest explanation to the possiblesource
of power was the perpetual motion seen in a
jeweler's window: absorb and reflect the sun's
rays.

Don't know whether this has ever been re
ported or not but thought you might be inter
ested anyway. I have been in the aviation busi
ness 20 years as Comm. Pilot, A&E Mechanic
with Inspection Authorization. Am presently
employed by the U. S. Navy as Inspector at
• Aircraft Corp.

C. W.

St. Louis, Mo.
Dear Sir:

I am writing about a UFO sighting I made.
You may use my name.

November 21, 1966, at about 7:45 p.m. local
time in Bronx, N. Y. The duration of the sight
ing was 10 seconds. Number of objects: one.
I am a high school student, 15 years old.

The object was shaped like an inverted pyra
mid with a red light shining constantly. It
looked black on the black background but was
very visible. It was about 25 ft. across at the
top, and 25 ft. in length from top to bottom.
No sound was heard.

Altitude was about 500 ft. when it appeared
over a building at about 75°. Then it moved
overhead and out of my vision over the top of
the car. Its speed was about 150-200 mph.

My father and I were heading north on the
Bronx River Parkway at about 50 mph. I
noticed an airplane at a height which was
normal for an approach for one of the airports
in the area. Then I saw the inverted pyramid
flying high over a 23-story building. I watched
it for about 10 seconds until it passed out of
sight over the top of the car. I turned to tell
my father, then turned to the back seat to look
out the back window but could not see it.

My father was unable to see the UFO be
cause he was unable to pull the car over to the
side of the road. But I swear it was no aircraft
I have ever seen before.

Michael Glazer
Bronx, N. Y.

Mr. Mallan:

My sighting was in November 1965 (re
ported to NICAP).

Weather conditions were clear and cool. The
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trajectory of the UFO was NNE to SSE, ap
proximately 30° above the horizon. Length of
observation was approximately 20 seconds.
Sound. None.

When I first observed the object, it appeared
to be about the size of a large pea held at arm's
length. Object was traveling at a terrific rate
of speed. No expert, but would guess speed at
2000 mph (by comparing'to jets I have ob
served).

Object was bright orange in appearance, then
dulled as it jerked to a halt on two occasions.
As it sped up again it glowed with more inten
sity. Suddenly it came to a stop for a third
time. Appeared to be a slightly oval orange
plastic ball, being lit from within. Object then
sped up again, halted briefly, glowed to a yel
low-white and ascended with such speed it ap
peared to be about the size of a pinhead within
3 to 4 seconds. If first guess of speed was cor-,
rect, object was traveling about 8 to 10thousand
miles an hour when it ascended. Within a few
short minutes, two interceptor jets appeared
from the direction of Scott Air Force Base and
proceeded on the upward course taken by the
E. A. (extra-terrestrial aircraft).

Bob Hewitt

Godfrey, 111.

/
/

Dear Sirs:
I would like to report the sighting of a flying

object which I have not been able to identify.
I am 19 years old, a machinist and the only
observer.

The sighting took place August 12, 1966 at
10:00 p.m. EST, five miles west of Schenectady,
N. Y. on Route 7. There was one object and
the sighting lasted only 2 to 3 seconds.

The object was egg-shaped and bright red in
color. It appeared to have a white light on the
front and a short tail on the rear. The object
appeared to be about the size of a dime held
at arm's length. It produced a whirring sound
which grew faster and fainter and then ended
abruptly ...

The object traveled from east to west in what
seemed to be an arc overhead. It traveled ex
tremely fast, and I estimated its altitude at the
peak of its arc at 2000-3000 ft.

The object appeared to take off a mile to my
right, travel westward overhead and land a
couple of miles to my left. It traveled in a
straight line but seemed to ascend coming to
wards me and descend going away from me.

Charles Nelson
Duanesburg, N. Y.

(Continuedon page 71)

Photos ofsaucer-shaped UFO were made by two brothers, Dan and Grant
Jaroslaw, behind their home on Lake St. Clair near Mount Clemens, Mich,
area is one mile from Selfridge Air Force Base but the Air Force says
it knows nothing of the sighting. Photo at right is enlargement ofobject.

The
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Happening at Wanaque
(Continued from page 33)

"Well, I would judge it was about 250 up in
the air from me and about 250 feet away
from me."

"Was there any shape to it at all?"
"Well, if you took a basketball and cut a

hole in it and then set a football in this hole—

and then left the end of the football sticking
out of the basketball—that's about what it

looked like. From one position. It all depended
on what way it was going. When this thing
was going east and west, it would seem to be
just a round disc. But then when it headed
south, that's when I could see this other shape
to it.

"And this football-shaped dome, or whatever
it was, seemed to stay in one spot. When this
thing was traveling south, or coming north,
from where I was standing, the dome-shape
just stayed there on top in one position. I mean,
you could see this bright light all around it . . .
And it seemed like this dome was working on
maybe some kind of a bearing; Or the whole
thing, the whole object, worked like a bearing
—where the outside of the bearing, the bright
light, would turn and the inside, the dome,
would stay in one place. That's about what
it would look like."

"Oh, I see," I said. "This always remained
level?"

"The dome? Right! The disc seemed to work
around it."

"Would you say," I asked, "that the whole
thing appeared to be maneuvered at random
or intelligently?"

"Oh, yes. Very intelligent. Yes."
"And you still don't know what it was?"
"No. I don't know what it was. The light

was so bright, I couldn't tell what was be
hind it,"

"Was it as bright as an arc light?"
"Well, you know, when you're welding they

tell you not to look into the arc? Well, this
thing was worse than an arc light. Because I
know: I've worked in a welding shop and I've
looked at arc lights. Naturally, a lot of times
you'd be sitting around the shop and another
guy'd be welding and you'd just happen to look
over at him—right?—and his arc would bother
your eyes for a little while after you turned
away. But not as long as this thing bothered
my eyes that night."

"I asked: "Can you make a guess as to how
long your eyes were affected?"

"I would say that I was totally blind for at
least two minutes."

"What color was the light of this object you
saw?"

"It was just a real, real bright white."
"You mentioned that it was moving. What

sort of movement did it make?"

"Oh, this thing was moving at a very, very
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fast pace." (This is in sharp contrast to the
estimate of 20 miles an hour given for the
UFO's speed by Sergeant Bobby Gordon of the
Pompton Lakes Police Force.) Sergeant Thomp
son was emphatic: "I would say that it went a
mile in the short time it would take you to get
into a car and out of it. In that length of time,
it would make two trips across the reservoir at
the place where I spotted it.

"In fact, I parked my patrol car in a very bad
place along a narrow road. I started to get out
of the car, but then thought better of it. So I
sat there, just watching this thing for awhile.
Because it really shook me up, you know. I
finally got out of the car and walked over
toward its front fender. I was afraid to step out
into that narrow road, just in case another car
would come scooting by. I finally edged back
into this police car that we use as a Jeep and
I switched on the red dome-light and flasher.
This would be the rotating warning beacon.
Then I got out of the car again and started
walking toward this flying thing—and it took
off."

"You mean," I said, "that the UFO took off
after you turned on the beacon?"

"Right! After I switched on this red dome-
light, it took off directly toward what we call
Cooper Swamp Mountain. And it seemed just
like it went right inside of the mountain. But
to me, it looked like the light went out.

"You see, there was a funny mist all the
way around this thing while it was in flight, as
it went away from me. I could see this mist as
it flew away from me."

"Oh," I said, "there was kind of a haze sur
rounding it?"

"Right. A very, very heavy haze."
"Was the haze the same color as the light

itself?"

He shrugged. "You see, this thing was so
bright that it lit up the whole area. I would
say, for a half a mile wide."

Again, here is a sharp contradiction with
what Sergeant Bobby Gordon observed about
the UFO. Gordon saw neither haze nor mist

and, in fact, described the object as being "neat
ly bright" like "a hole punched in the sky."
However, Sergeant Gordon did not see the ob
ject at close-up range.

"Was the sky clear?" I asked Sergeant
Thompson.

"It was a perfectly clear night, yes."
"Did you hear any sounds at all?"
"No sound at all," he answered. Then he

added emphatically: "I never heard a sound
from it!"

"So it couldn't have possibly been some kind
of an aircraft?"

His tone was disdainful. "No. It was no air

craft. I've seen a lot of aircraft. In fact, there
were aircraft all over the place after this thing
had disappeared. But nobody knows where they
came from. There were seven helicopters and,
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I would say, ten or twelve jets."
"Oh? These were U. S. Air Force aircraft?"
"I don't know," he answered.
"You don't know where they originated?

They just came on the scene?"
"Right on the scene!" he stated with emphasis.

"It was only 15 minutes from the time we had
spotted the thing. And the Air Force claims
that they didn't get any report on it. And that
they didn't send any aircraft into our area.
But I don't know. They seem to be holding
something out on us. I just don't know. Now
I've never seen seven helicopters at one time
in this area in all my life—and I've lived here
for 40 years."

"Were the airplanes jet-fighter types?"
Sergeant Thompson shrugged again. "They

were very fast aircraft—and they kept circling
the whole area. Stewart Air Force Base, which
is the closest to this area—it's in New York
State at Newburgh—claims that they didn't
send anybody down here. No planes or any
body. Nothing."

This was a puzzling situation, to say the least.
// the Air Force had sent aircraft over the area
within 15 minutes of the UFO sighting, how
had they learned about the UFO so swiftly?
Maybe they were monitoring the Pompton
Lakes Police Radio Central signals? On the
other hand, Sergeant Bobby Gordon told me
that he did not believe this was so. As of this
writing, there is no answer to the mystery of
the sudden heavy traffic in helicopters and high-
performance aircraft.

I next asked Sergeant Thompson: "How long
did you observe the UFO?"

"I would say about three minutes," he an
swered.

He paused for a moment, then said: "Well,
I'll tell you one thing. I could not find my
patrol car after this thing disappeared." Again
with strong emphasis: "I was totally blinded
from that light. I had to stand there in the
road quite a while before I could get my vision
back to where I could find that car!"

"This was from looking directly at the
UFO?"

"Yes. Yes, sir!"
"What kind of reflection did it cast on the

reservoir?"
"Oh, it lit up the reservoir like you were two

feet from the water pointing a very bright spot
light. You could see the whole water. I could
see the treetops on both sides of the mountain
—which would be anywhere from a half a mile
to a mile of that area.

"And as it went over the trees—which would
be on the mountain to the west—it would sort
of pull the tops of the trees together. In other
words, it had a suction effect. It didn't blow
the trees apart. It pulled them together. And
it also pulled the water—upward."

This sounded incredible to me. "Can you
describe that effect in more detail?" I asked
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Sergeant Thompson.
If my incredulity was too obvious, it didnt

seem to affect Thompson's earnest manner. He
continued as if there had been no pause for a
question. "And as this thing faded away, from
an area like, say, to the west of the one moun
tain, as it went over the reservoir toward the
east, I could see the water come up toward
this flying object," he said matter-of-factly.
"Then as the object moved away from that area,
the water would settle back down to its natural
level."

"You mean," I again interrupted him, "that
the water would move like a wave, or a quick
tide?"

"No. The water was pulled up. It was
sucked upward. But not off its bed. The flying
object would just raise a whole big area of
water—I don't know—for maybe two-hundred-
and fifty feet. As far as I could see. The object
would just pull at the water and I could plainly
see the water rising. And when this thing flew
away from the area, the water would just settle
right down again."

Now he became somewhat excited. "And
that object just pulled the trees right together.
The tops of the trees came right together. Each
tree just mingled in with the other one. They
came together just as smoothly as could be.
It wasn't a violent motion. It didn't break the
trees or anything like that. It would be just like
somebody took a big rope and circled it around
four or five hundred trees and then ran it
through a chain-block and started pulling those
trees together. And they'd come together nice
and slow. Well, that's the way those trees acted
when the flying object passed over them."

"How high would you estimate that it pulled
up the water?"

"Oh, I would say that from where I was
standing—while I was looking into this light—
that it pulled the water up a good two or three
feet. The reservoir was low at the time and I
could see the water rise plainly. As long as I
was looking into this light from the flying ob
ject, I was all right. But if I just moved my
head away from the light for one minute, I
couldn't see a thing. Not a single thing.. Be
cause I was blinded."

"Were there any other witnesses at the res
ervoir?" I asked Sergeant Thompson. "Were
you the only one who saw this UFO that close
up, from among all of the people who saw it
in the sky?"

"Yes. I am." He paused for a moment. "But
a certain lady, Mrs. John Oldman, I think saw
it pretty close up, because she was driving along
the road just as this flying thing was passing over
that same road, descending toward the reservoir.
Mrs. Oldman had left her house to go shopping
—she lives up around that area of the reservoir
—and this thing scared her so badly that she
drove right back home before she ever got to
the store. She just stepped on the gas and took
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off. She told her husband about it and her hus
band came over to Police Headquarters and he
told me about her experience.

"In fact," said Sergeant Thompson as an
afterthought, "these same two people had seen
this flying object one night before—with me."

Surprised, I asked: "You mean, you had seen
it previously?"

His tone was absolutely matter-of-fact. "Oh,
yes. This is the third time that I've seen this
thing."

"What did it look like the other two times?"
"Well, it was much higher. And it looked

just like the way the Pompton Lakes Police
described it to me over the radio: a real bright
light. But see, it was so high it looked like it
was going slow. Yet it was still making these
square turns. Even at .that altitude.

"The first month several of us saw it was in
January (1966). And then we spotted it again in
March. That's when my Chief also saw it."

"And for how long did you see it the first
and second times?"

"Well, the second time we watched it quite
awhile. It stayed right there for, I would say, an
hour-and-a-half."

"That long? And still making those squared-
off turns?"

"Right. Still making those square turns. In
fact, I was in Johnny Oldman's house the sec
ond time. And we watched it from there. As it
faded over the hills, the mountains—there are
some pretty high mountains over, there—well,
I got in the police car and followed it down
through the valley where I could watch it, you
know, and still keep it in sight. Kept it in sight
quite a long time—about an hour-and-a-half, as
I mentioned. That was in March."

"The first time you saw it, in January, how
long did it stay in sight?"

"Quite a long time. Quite a while."
"What did you think, personally, when you

first saw it?"

"To tell the truth, I didn't know what to
think. I mean, I knew that there was something
there that I'd never seen before in the sky.
Especially because of those square turns.

"You see, this thing could maneuver so fast.
And it made no round turns, like an aircraft
would as it started peeling off. You know, you
can watch an airplane—I don't care how fast
it's going—go into a turn. But with this thing,
you couldn't see it make a turn. It would just
go directly south, or north, or east, or whatever
way it wanted to travel—and it would decide
to go up. While it was going straight ahead at
a very fast rate of speed—it would just shoot
right straight up."

"Vertically? Just like that?"
"Vertical, right. And then it would set there

for a few minutes, or seconds, and then all of a
sudden come right back down. Then it would
go to the right, to the left—making square turns.
And I think if any aircraft did this, or anything
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else I've ever seen in the air, that kind of ma
neuver would bust it up. It would break apart."

Amazing as his story may seem, Sergeant
Ben Thompson claims that he is willing to stand
up to anyone, in any court and to any individ
ual, and swear under oath that he has seen what
he describes with such graphic clarity. "I would
even appear before the President of the United
States of America," he told me, "and defy him
to call me a liar!"

He recounts a little personal anecdote to il
lustrate why people should not be so quick to
scoff at what may appear to be unusual in
nature—and yet be easily explainable if they
sat back to think things out and try to find an
explanation. Once while hunting in the woods
he saw a ketchup bottle moving toward him
along the ground. He was startled, but he knew
that ketchup bottles cannot move by themselves.
So he went up close to the bottle and discovered
that a copperhead snake had caught its head
tightly in the bottle-opening. He grabbed the
snake by its tail and carried it home, bottle and
all, where he killed and burned it to prevent its
venom from soaking into the ground and poison
ing the land. Since he had no evidence of the
snake in the bottle, nobody believed him later
when he told of seeing a ketchup bottle "walk-
ing.

Sergeant Ben Thompson is especially bitter
about what he calls the stupid tactics of Project
Blue Book, the U. S. Air Force's official project
to evaluate Unidentified Flying Objects. "They
don't listen to what you saw," he says. "They
tell you what you saw! I would never report
anything to them. It's a waste of effort."

His attitude is firmly echoed by Sergeant
Bobby Gordon of the Pompton Lakes Police
Force, who refused to report his own UFO
sighting to the Air Force. Why? "I have enough
aggravation on my job, so that I don't have to
go outside to get it," Gordon told me.

These were common attitudes among people
in the Borough of Wanaque, N. J., as I dis
covered during my stay in the area. Are they
valid attitudes? And how does the Air Force
explain the abrupt, mysterious appearance of
seven helicopters and 10 to 12 high-perform
ance aircraft over the Wanaque Reservoir a
mere 15 minutes after the sightingof the strang
est UFO ever by Reservoir Police Sergeant Ben
Thompson?

Next month in S&M the Air Force will be
given a chance to answer both the accusations
and the mystery—as further sightings of the
strange UFO are reported by the Mayor of
Wanaque Borough, the Chief of the Reservoir
Police Force, the Suburban Editor of the Pater-
son Morning News and an electrical engineering
student who discovered that the normal back
ground radiation level in the area had increased
four-fold just prior to Ben Thompson's Weird
experience with a UFO that temporarily blinded
him. •
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UFO Sightings
(Continued from page 35)
Dear Editor:

I am in secret aerospace work as a draftsman.
This, therefore, requires anonymity.

Specifically: In October 1964 (I cannot re
member theday), I left the aircraft
plant afterworking overtime—about 10:20 p.m.
The cars are parked adjacent tq the airport
runway in Santa Monica. The parking area is
quite dark. What made me look upwards was
not an object. A bank of searchlights converged
nervously above the airport. They emanated
from, I believe, the Nike installation in the
Santa Monica Mountains.

My first thought was: It is perhaps a weather
balloon. Of this I am not yet sure. I stood out
side my carfor about five minutes looking above
the converged lights. Faintly, very faintly, I
detected a spheroid shape quite out of range
of direct light impact. It was almost invisible
but faintly ruddy in color. It did not move.
Since I had a passenger to take home, I finally
left. I observed this for almost seven minutes.

In all the time I was employed and would
leave late, I never saw a searchlight convergence
since World War II. The use of searchlights
for advertising was another instance. Never,
though, this convergence at this point.-

A weather balloon, even at considerable
height, has a play of light from beneath in
dicating a convexity. The object I saw appeared
flat ... I do not know how long the lights were
on before or after I appeared on the scene. A
weather balloon directly above a heavily used
light- and medium-weight airplane runway
seems an unlikely occurrence at night.

Whatever it was, it was a palpable object. I
have sharp vision, as I have been an artist all
my life. I know every nuance of color.

(Name withheld)
Seal Beach, Calif.

Dear Sir:
In your magazine of February '67 you asked

readers to write in if they have seen any UFOs.
I saw something last June that I had never seen
before or since.

About 10:00 p.m., around June 19th or 20th,
for about 3 seconds as it passed my vision
through a window. My 13-year-old daughter
and I were in,bed but awake. She saw it first,
and froze. Then I saw it and said, "Whafs
that?" She said, "I'm glad you see it too, be
cause I didn't believe my eyes."

It seemed to"be coming straight toward the
window from the west, then veered eastward
out of our vision. I am over 50 years old, but
in all my years I've never seen anything like
that.

It was round, like the full moon, and a little
larger. It was not as bright as the moon. It
glowed a bluish-white like the screen of a TV
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when no picture is on. No sound was heard.
It appeared to be about 200 ft. above the

ground. We live 75 ft. above sea level, so no
swamp gas would be that high.

I never saw it again. I told a Portland Press
Herald reporter about it. We sell the Sunday
papers for them. Later that same week a neigh
borof mine, 1V4 miles away, described the same
type of observation. She is a school teacher
in her late 40s. We deduced that when it dis
appeared from her view it came into ours.

Druscilla Clemens
Dennysville, Me.

Dear Sirs:

Time and place of sighting: June 26, 1966,
at 9:15 p.m. CDT7 in backyard of my home
in Mattoon, III.

Duration: 5-8seconds. Number of observers:
Three—a teacher, 38; son, 5; and daughter, 6.
Number of objects: one. Shape: none, only a
light. Dimensions: the size of a basketball held
at arm's length. Color: red-orange cone of light
in center graduated to light orange to complete
the semi-circular shape. Sound: none.

Altitude: 45° above horizon; estimated at
1000 ft. because of flat trajectory of flight path.

The UFO came over the house as we faced
south. Its trajectory was flat. The angle created
from the time we first saw it until it disappeared
would have been about 140°. It went out of
our line of view behind trees to the northeast.

The UFO pulsated at about the same rate as
a heart beat. It did not blink on and off nor did
the intensity of the light change from bright
to dim, yet it pulsated.

Jim Waltrip
Mattoon, 111.

Dear Sirs:

On July 7, 1957, at about 7:30 p.m. at John
stons River, Prince Edward Island, Canada, I
and 6 others observed a UFO for the first time.

The sky was completely clear and the sun
was low in the western sky. I sighted the object
in a northwesterly direction and observed it for
about 10-15 seconds at a time.

The shape wasn't clear-cut; it seemed hazy
especially around the edges. The object looked
lens-shaped when it hovered. Sometimes it
would appear to come directly toward me,
starting as a thin line and exploding at tremen
dous speed into a large lens-shaped object with
a startling effect.

But more startling was that the object
changed shape when it made a vertical ascent
from below the horizon, moved to the east
rapidly, made a 120° turn and dived below the
horizon. It seemed to elongate during this spec
tacular turn, forming a sort of tail which
seemed to catch up to it after it had proceeded
in the opposite direction. The object seemed
to be surrounded by an atmosphere with a
solid machine in the center.
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I would estimate that since it went behind
the hill across the Hillsboro River, about 2
miles away, that it was at least 300 ft. in
diameter but possibly could be much more—
maybe 800 ft. in diameter.

The color ranged from light grey when it
was shaped more like a line, at which time the
object didn't seem quite solid. It gave the ap
pearance that you might be able to see through
it. Then when it came rapidly toward me or
made a turn at great speed, it would seem to
bunch up and become intensely black in the
center, remaining a bit hazy at the edges.

It was silent. Altitude ranged from horizon
to 40 above. I would estimate the speed at
3000-4000 mph.

It would come from below the horizon, most
of the time rise vertically at at an angle, sweep
an arc across the sky and dive below the hori
zon, or just vanish rapidly, becoming a thin
line and then disappear completely. It would
then reappear in a portion of the sky opposite
to the direction in which it was last going, or
reappear from below the horizon. It would
sometimes stop instantly and go in another
direction, atwhich time itwould seem tochange
shape as described earlier.

The object was sighted several times after
at between 7:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

Robert Brazil
Vancouver, B. C.

Dear Sir:

I have seen a UFO and here is my report.
Time and place of sighting: March 22, 1965,

at 6:25 p.m. EDT., on Hamilton Road, Somer-
ville, N. J. Number of observers: one. Number
of objects: one. Duration of observation: 5
minutes.

Type of observer: Beginner astronomer (13
at that time) with VA years of observation and
study of the heavens. Now an amateur astron
omer, age 15. Observer reliability: I think
good. I am familiar with locations of planets,
stars, constellations, etc.

Shape: a long smoke trail which looked like
a black drop of paint rolling across the sky.
Dimensions: about 10-20° long and 1/16° wide.
The color was black. Sound: none. Altitude:
about 10° above the western horizon. Speed:
about the average speed of a jet. Tactics: the
UFO traveled straight down, chasing the set
ting sun.

Comments: the observer observed the UFO
through a 120-power 3" reflector telescope. The
observer allowed the object to pass through the
field of vision of the telescope a few times. It
took 5 seconds for the UFO to do so.

If there was anything in front of or making
the vapor trail, the observer would have spotted
it with the help of his telescope.

Ty Klock
Somervillle, N. J.
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